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Abstract 

A summary of Phase II of the Project for Fracture Analysis 
of Large-Scale International Reference Experiments 
(FALSIRE) is presented. Project FALSIRE was created by 
the Fracture Assessment Group (FAG) of the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development/Nuclear 
Energy Agency's (OECD/NEA's) Committee on the Safety 
of Nuclear Installations (CSNT) Prindpal Working Group 
No. 3 (PWG-3). The CSNI/FAG was formed to evaluate 
fracture prediction capabilities currently used in safety 
assessments of nuclear components. Members were from 
laboratories and research organizations in Western Europe, 
Japan, and the United States. The CSNI/FAG initiated an 
international project (FALSIRE I) in 1988 to assess various 
fracture methodologies through interpretive analyses of six 
large-scale fracture experiments. These experiments were 
conducted by research organizations in Europe, Japan, and 
the United States. Following the successful completion of 
FALSIRE I in 1992, several participating organizations 
indicated a desire to proceed with further evaluation of 
fracture analysis methods in a Phase II program. 
FALSIRE II included seven reference cleavage fracture 
experiments that focused primarily on behavior of rela
tively shallow cracks in the transition temperature region. 
Included were experiments for which cracks showed either 
unstable extension or two stages of extension (e.g., stable 
crack extension followed by unstable extension) under 
transient thermal and mechanical loadings. Also, crack ini
tiation was investigated in connection with clad surfaces 
and with biaxial loading conditions. Procedural steps for 
FALSIRE II essentially followed the format used for 
FALSIRE I. The CSNI/FAG prepared comprehensive 

problem statements for each of the reference experiments, 
including supporting information and available analysis 
results. The statements provided the basis for evaluations 
that were performed by an international group of analysts 
using a variety of techniques. A FALSIRE II Workshop 
was held November 8-10,1994, in Atlanta, Georgia, which 
focused on analyses of the reference fracture experiments. 
More than 30 participants representing 22 organizations 
from 12 countries took part in the workshop. Final results 
for 45 analyses of the reference experiments were received 
from the participating analysts. For each experiment, analy
sis results provided estimates of variables that included 
temperature, crack-mouth-opening displacement, stress, 
strain, and applied K and J values. The data were sent elec
tronically to the Organizing Committee, who assembled the 
results into a comparative data base using a special-purpose 
computer program. A comparative assessment and discus
sion of the analysis results are presented in the report Gen
erally, structural responses of the test specimens were pre
dicted with tolerable scatter bands; these represent a 
marked improvement over the results achieved in the initial 
phase (FALSIRE I). The analyses revealed that the loss-of-
constraint effects observed in specific cases require a sec
ond (or dual) fracture parameter to be introduced into the 
fracture model to characterize crack-tip conditions. Addi
tional toughness data obtained from a range of specimen 
geometries and constraint conditions are required to vali
date these dual-parameter cleavage fracture methodologies. 
Finally, proposals for future work in the context of cooper
ative international analytical projects similar to FALSIRE 
are provided. 
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Executive Summary 

This report summarizes the recently completed Phase n of 
the Project for Fracture Analysis of Large-Scale Interna
tional Reference Experiments (FALSIRE). Project 
FALSIRE was created by the Fracture Assessment Group 
(FAG) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development/Nuclear Energy Agency's (OECD/NEA's) 
Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) 
Principal Working Group No. 3 (PWG-3). The CSNI/FAG 
was formed in 1988 for the purpose of evaluating fracture 
prediction capabilities used in safety assessments of -
nuclear reactor components. Members of the CSNI/FAG 
are from laboratories and research organizations in Western 
Europe, Japan, and the United States. To meet its obliga
tions, the CSNI/FAG initiated an international project 
(FALSIRE I) in 1988 to assess various fracture methodolo
gies through interpretive analyses of selected large-scale 
fracture experiments. On behalf of the CSNI/FAG, the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in the United States 
(U.S A ) and the Gesellschaft fur Anlagen-und Reaktor-
sicherheit (GRS) in Koln, Germany, had responsibility for 
organizational arrangements related to FALSIRE I. 

In FALSIRE L six reference thermal-shock experiments 
were selected for detailed analysis and interpretation by the 
CSNI/FAG. Generally, these experiments examined vari
ous aspects of fracture initiation and ductile crack growth 
in reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels under pressurized-
thermal-shock (PTS) loading conditions. Thirty-seven par
ticipants representing 19 organizations provided a total of 
39 analyses of the experiments using a variety of structural 
and fracture mechanics techniques. A 3-day workshop was 
held in Boston, Massachusetts, during May 1990, at which 
all participating analysts examined these evaluations in 
detail. 

A final report was prepared on FALSIRE I, which high
lighted conclusions and recommendations derived from 
interpretations of the comparative fracture assessments. 
These assessments confirmed the importance of adequately 
modeling structural behavior of the test specimens before 
performing fracture mechanics evaluations. Applications of 
various single-parameter fracture methodologies were 
found to be partially successful in some cases, but not in 
others. Some analyses were performed from a safety 
assessment perspective to achieve a conservative predic
tion; the results tended to show significant deviation from 
experimental data and best-estimate analyses. Proposals for 
follow-on work in the context of a FALSIRE n project 
were included in the report. 

It was proposed that the follow-on FALSIRE n project 
should emphasize experiments that focus on behavior of 
relatively shallow cracks subjected to combined thermal 
and mechanical loading in the transition temperature 
region. If possible, experiments for cracks showing two 
stages of extension (e.g., stable crack extension followed 
by unstable extension) should be included. Investigations 
of crack initiation and extension in connection with clad 
surfaces were also proposed. In 1993, these criteria were 
utilized by the CSNI/FAG to select a new set of 
experiments for the FALSIRE II project 

The experiments utilized in FALSIRE n examined various 
aspects of the cleavage firacture process in RPV steels for 
a wide range of materials, crack geometries, and constraint 
and loading conditions. PTS loading transients were 
applied in three of the experiments by internally pressuriz
ing a heated vessel containing a sharp crack and thermally 
shocking it with a coolant on the inner surface (NKS-5 and 
-6, from Materialpriifungsanstalt, Stuttgart, Germany) or 
outer surface (PTS-I/6, from Central Research Institute of 
Structural Materials, Russia, VTT Manufacturing Technol
ogy and TVO International Ltd., Finland), m the spinning 
cylinder experiment (SC-4, from AEA Technology, United 
Kingdom), a thick cylinder with two deep cracks on the 
inner surface was thermally shocked with a water spray 
while simultaneously spinning the cylinder about its axis in 
a specially constructed rig. Clad beams (DD2 and DSR3, 
from Electricity de France) subjected to uniform tempera
ture and unaxial four-point bending were used to investi
gate initiation of shallow underclad cracks in the base 
material. The influence of out-of-plane biaxial loading on 
cleavage fracture toughness of shallow cracks in the transi
tion temperature region was studied using a biaxially 
loaded cruciform beam (BB-4, from Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, U.SA.). Data provided in the CSNI/FAG prob
lem statements for these experiments included pretest 
material characterization, geometric parameters, loading 
histories, instrumentation, and measured results for tem
peratures, strains, crack-mouth-opening displacements 
(CMODs), and crack extension histories. 

More than 30 participants representing 22 organizations 
from 12 countries performed a total of 45 analyses of the 7 
reference fracture experiments in FALSIRE II. These orga
nizations took part in the FALSIRE II Workshop held 
during November 1994, in Atlanta, Georgia, to assess these 
analyses and the relevant fracture methodologies. The 
analysis techniques employed by the participants focused 
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primarily on finite-element methods; these techniques were 
combined with single- or dual-parameter constraint 
methodologies for fracture mechanics assessments. A list 
of Special Requirements (SRs) was prepared for each ref
erence experiment and distributed to participating analysts 
in advance of the workshop. The SRs comprise a set of 
quantities that characterize the thermal/structural behavior 
of the test specimens and the fracture behavior of the 
cracks. Prior to the workshop, participants provided the 
Organizing Committee (OC) with analytical results for the 
parameters included in the SRs. For each of the experi
ments, these parameters included temperature, CMOD, 
strains, stresses, crack loading in terms of J-integral and 
stress intensity factor, as well as various constraint parame
ters. Also, conditions of crack initiation were identified in 
the experiments, and where possible, computed values of 
parameters were compared with measured data. The analy
sis results and measured data have been compiled into an 
electronic data base. For each experiment, the results are 
available in 40 to 50 comparative plots generated from the 
data base using a special-purpose evaluation program. 

The report provides an overview of the comparative assess
ments, which are based predominantly on the fracture 
mechanics results compiled from discussions of each refer
ence experiment at the FALSIRE n Workshop and from 
the analysis results data base. A comprehensive selection 
of comparative plots from the data base serves as' the focal 
point for discussion of these assessments. Analyses pro
vided by organizations participating in FALSIRE II are 
identified by an alphanumeric code to preserve the public 
anonymity of the contributors. 

Some conclusions drawn from the FALSIRE II Workshop 
and from an evaluation of the analysis results data base 
follow: 

• The temperature distributions in the specimens loaded 
by thermal shock generally were approximated with 
high accuracy and small scatter bands. Discrepancies 
appeared only for limited time periods during the tran
sients and could be traced to different assumptions con
cerning the heat transfer coefficients. 

• Structural response (i.e., CMOD, strains, etc.) of the test 
specimens was predicted reasonably well from best-
estimate analyses. This outcome represents a significant 
change compared with some of theresults achieved in 
FALSIRE L In part, the change reflects a more wide
spread recognition that the assumptions adopted to 
ensure failure avoidance in safety assessments are 
inappropriate when attempting to predict actual failure. 

• Discrepancies that appeared in the structural calcula
tions could usually be traced to the assumed material 
models and to approximations of material properties 
(i.e., stress-strain data). 

• Calculations of fracture parameters such as J or KT and 
the parameter CMOD generally showed small scatter 
bands. Discrepancies could be traced to the differences 
between elastic and elastoplastic approaches or assump
tions concerning material properties. 

• The Kj vs temperature diagram combined with material 
data curves describing fracture toughness vs tempera
ture were determined to be useful for fracture assess
ments of crack behavior. Crack initiation could be pre
dicted from a single fracture parameter (Kj, J, etc.), rea
sonably well in tests where initiation was not signifi
cantly affected by constraint effects. 

• When constraint effects become significant, a single 
parameter is not sufficient to characterize crack-tip con
ditions, and a second parameter must be introduced into 
the fracture model. Candidate constraint parameters 
employed by the participating analysts include Q-stress, 
stress triaxiality h, local approach of cleavage fracture, 
and a strain-based function of the plastic-zone width in 
the crack plane. In the SC-4 experiment, constraint 
effects were quantified using the Q-stress and, to a more 
limited degree, the triaxiality parameter h. In PTS-I/6 
and NKS-5, the parameter h showed indications of loss-
of-constraint, while the Q-stress was not evaluated. 
Finally, in BB-4, a shallow-crack effect was demon
strated by the computed Q-stress, which indicated a 
loss-of-constraint associated with the departure of in-
plane stresses from reference small-scale yielding con
ditions. 

• The Q-stress and other stress-based constraint method
ologies have been applied successfully to correlate con
straint conditions for in-plane (or uniaxial) loading 
conditions. However, prior studies have determined that 
stress-based constraint methodologies (such as the 
Q-stress) are not sensitive to changes in constraint con
ditions due to changes in out-of-plane biaxial loading. 
The plastic zone width was employed successfully to 
correlate changes in constraint conditions for shallow 
cracks subjected to changes in out-of-plane biaxial load
ing ratios. Further investigations are necessary to clarify 
whether one parameter can be recommended or a set of 
parameters should be computed to assess constraint 
effects. 

• Additional toughness data measured in the transition 
temperature region using a range of specimen geome
tries and constraint conditions are required to validate 
the predictive capabilities of cleavage fracture method
ologies that incorporate constraint effects. 
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• Simulations of crack growth and crack arrest events 

(e.g., in NKS-6) showed large uncertainties among the 
applied fracture methods. 

• Additional data concerning the HAZ fracture toughness 
are necessary for further refinement of analyses of 
shallow subclad flaws. 

• Almost all participants elected to use the finite-element 
method in addressing the problems of FALSIRE n. This 
represents a marked change from FALSIRE I, which 
included applications of a number of different estima
tion schemes. The detailed information that participants 
were asked to provide from the analyses in FALSIRE II 
encouraged the use of finite-element methods over 
estimation schemes (see the Special Requirements given 
in the appendix). It should not be inferred from the out
come of FALSIRE n that detailed finite-element analy
ses are always the preferred or necessary technique for 
structural integrity assessments. 

A proposal for future work in the context of a cooperative 
international analytical project similar to FALSIRE is pro
vided in the report. An RPV Benchmark Analysis Project is 
being planned for the benefit of organizations concerned 
with evaluation of fracture methodologies used in RPV 
integrity assessments. This project is motivated in part by 
the strong interest expressed by participants in Phases I and 
II of FALSIRE to proceed with further evaluations of frac
ture mechanics analysis methods. The RPV Benchmark 

Analysis Project will focus on a Western-type four-loop 
RPV with cladding on the inner surface. Primary emphasis 
of the project will be the behavior of relatively shallow 
cracks (underclad and through-clad) at different locations 
in the vessel when subjected to PTS-type loading. Effects 
of cladding and constraint on cleavage fracture will be 
studied. 

A detailed analysis matrix will be defined for the vessel 
that includes selected cases of transient thermomechanical 
loading associated with postulated loss-of-coolant 
accidents. Different assumptions will be made concerning 
the thermally shocked regions on the inner surface of the 
vessel. The number of cooling strips under the inlet nozzles 
will be varied, as well as the width of the cooled strips, so 
mat comparisons ran be made with the loading case due to 
axisymmetric cooling. Additional tasks will be proposed 
that can be addressed using thermohydraulic analysis 
techniques. 

The schedule for the RPV Benchmark Analysis Project 
calls for the OC to commence distribution of problem 
statements in 1996. Analysts participating in the Bench
mark Project will be requested to submit analysis results to 
the OC by mid-1997 in preparation for a workshop sched
uled for Fall 1997 in the Eastern United States. A final 
report will be issued after completion of the workshop. 
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1 Introduction 

This report summarizes the recently completed Phase n of 
the Project for Fracture Analysis of Large-Scale Interna
tional Reference Experiments (FALSIRE. II). Project 
FALSIRE was organized for the purpose of evaluating 
fracture prediction capabilities used in the nuclear industry 
through applications to selected international fracture 
experiments. Chapter 1 provides a review of the organiza
tion of Project FALSIRE, which has completed two phases 
of comparative fracture assessments of large-scale experi
ments. Detailed descriptions of the conditions and results 
for each of the fracture experiments studied in FALSIRE II 
are given in Chap. 2. A comprehensive assessment and dis
cussion of the analysis results for each of the experiments 
is presented in Chap. 3. Based on tins assessment, some 
conclusions concerning the predictive capabilities of frac
ture methodologies employed by the participants in 
FALSIRE II are given in Chap. 4. Finally, proposals for 
future work in the context of cooperative international 
analytical projects similar to Project FALSIRE are pro
vided in Chap. 5. 

Gesellschaft fur Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS), 
Koln, Germany, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL), United States, have responsibility for organiza
tional arrangements related to Project FALSIRE and for 
preparation of this document 

1.1 Organization of Project FALSIRE 

Project FALSIRE is sponsored by the Fracture Assessment 
Group (FAG) of the Organization for Economic Coopera
tion and Development/Nuclear Energy Agency's (OECD/ 
NEA's) Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations 
(CSNI) Principal Working Group No. 3 (PWG-3). Motiva
tion for the project was derived from recognition by the 
CSNI/PWG-3 that inconsistencies were being revealed in 
predictive capabilities of a variety of fracture assessment 
methods. As a consequence, the CSNI/FAG was formed in 
1988 to evaluate fracture prediction capabilities currently 
used in safety assessments of nuclear components. Mem
bers were from laboratories and research organizations in 
Western Europe, Japan, and the United States. 

To meet its obligations, the CSNI/FAG planned an interna
tional project to assess various fracture methodologies 
through interpretive analyses of selected large-scale frac
ture experiments. A survey of large-scale experiments and 
related analyses was given at the first meeting of the group 
in May 1988 at Stuttgart, Germany. Priority was given to 
thermal-shock experiments to include combinations of 

mechanical and thermal loads. Reference experiments were 
selected for detailed analysis and interpretation by the 
CSNI/FAG at their second meeting in August 1989 at 
Monterey, California. (The reference experiments and test
ing organizations are given in Table 1.1; detailed descrip
tions of the experiments are given in Refs. 1 and 2.) Before 
the 1989 Monterey meeting, the CSNJ/FAG established a 
common format for comprehensive statements of these 
experiments, including supporting information and avail
able analysis results. These statements formed the basis for 
evaluations of the experiments that were performed by an 
international group of analysts using a variety of structural 
and fracture mechanics techniques. Based on the CSNI/ 
FAG problem statements, 37 participants representing 
19 organizations performed a total of 39 analyses of the 
experiments. A 3-day workshop was held in Boston, 
Massachusetts, during May 1990, at which all participating 
analysts examined these evaluations in detail. 

Table 1.1 Large-scale fracture experiments analyzed 
in Phase I of CSNI/FAG Project FALSIRE 

Experiment" Organization Testing 
country 

NKS-3 Materialprufungsanstalt 
(MPA), Universitat Stuttgart 

Germany 

NKS-4 MPA, Universitat Stuttgart Germany 
PTSE-2A ORNL U.SA 
PTSE-2B ORNL U.SA. 
SC-I AEA Technology, Risley U.K. 
sc-n AEA Technology, Risley U.K. 
StepBPTS Japan Power and Engineering 

Inspection Corporation 
(JAPEIC) 

Japan 

"Descriptions of the experiments and comparative FALSIRE assess
ments are given in Refs. 1 and 2. 

Using results from the workshop, ORNL and GRS jointly 
completed a final report on Phase I of Project FALSIRE 
that was published as a NUREG report1 and a GRS report.' 
Generally, results presented in the report highlight the 
importance of adequately modeling structural behavior of 
specimens before performing fracture mechanics evalua
tions. Applications of the various single-parameter fracture 
methodologies were found to be partially successful in 
some cases, but not in others. Based on these assessments, 
some conclusions concerning predictive capabilities of 
selected ductile fracture methodologies, as applied to 
reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) subjected to pressurized-
thermal-shock (PTS) loading, were given, and 
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recommendations for future development of fracture 
methodologies were made. Finally, proposals for follow-on 
work in the context of a Phase II of Project FALSIRE were 
included in the report. 

1.2 FALSIRE II 

Following completion of Phase I of Project FALSIRE, sev
eral participating organizations indicated a desire to pro
ceed with further evaluation of fracture mechanics analysis 
methods in a Phase n program. Stimulated by somewhat 
unfavorable results from analyses of the PTSE-2 experi
ment in Phase I, it was proposed in Refs. 1 and 2 that 
FALSIRE II should emphasize experiments that focus on 
behavior in the transition temperature region of relatively 
shallow cracks subjected to combined thermal and 
mechanical loading. If possible, experiments for cracks 
showing two stages of extension (e.g., stable crack exten
sion followed by unstable extension) should be included. 
Investigations of crack extension in connection with clad 
surfaces should also be included. In response to these rec
ommendations, the Organizing Committee (OC) of CSNI/ 
FAG formulated an action plan for a Phase n program that 

was based on the schedule of events given in Table 1.2. 
(The OC consists of H. Schulz, Chairman of CSNI/FAG, 
J. Sievers, and R. Bass). 

1.2.1 Reference Experiments 

In 1992, a proposal was made to CSNI/PWG-3 by the 
chairman of CSNI/FAG to initiate planning for FALSIRE 
II. After obtaining approval from CSNI/PWG-3, the OC of 
CSNI/FAG contacted informally several international orga
nizations to request preliminary information on a new set 
of candidate experiments for possible use in FALSIRE n. 
These organizations are listed in Table 1.3 along with the 
candidate experiments that were subsequently proposed 
by each organization. (A description of the experiments 
is given in Chap. 2 of this report.) A summary of the test 
objectives for each of the experiments proposed for 
FALSIRE II is given in Table 1.4. Relevant features of 
each experiment are given in Table 1.5. 

During May 1993, each of the organizations in Table 1.3 
provided detailed information on the candidate experiments 

Table 1.2 Schedule of events for Phase II CSNI/FAG Project FALSIRE 

November 1993 

February 1994 

April 1994 

May 1994 

May 1994 

June 1994 

August 1994 

October 1994 

November 8-10,1994 

March 1995 

May 1995 

February 1996 

March 1996 

Spring 1996 

Spring 1996 

OC distributes problem statements and participant response form 

Participants submit response forms to OC 

OC distributes 1-page reminder concerning submission of structural analysis results from 
participants 

Participants submit summaries of structural analysis results to OC 

OC meets to review (1) progress in Phase U and (2) structural analysis results submitted by 
participants 

Participants submit summaries of fracture mechanics assessment to OC 

OC completes development of evaluation programs FEDIT/FPLOT 

OC compiles analysis results submitted electronically by participating analysts 

OC hosts Phase n FALSIRE Workshop for participating analysts in Atlanta, Georgia 

Participants submit additional data and analysis results to OC (action items) 

OC meets to review progress in preparation of final report and to discuss future work of 
CSNI/FAG 

OC submits draft final report for reviews 

OC completes final report 

OC submits final report to CSNI/PWG-3 

Publication of final reports—ORNL/NRC (NUREG); GRS/CSNI 
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Table 13 Large-scale reference fracture experiments selected for FALSIREII 

Experiment Organization 

Introduction 

Testing 
country 

Thick cyltader, thermal/ ; 

centrifugal load (SC-4) 
Thick cylinder, thermal/pressure 
load(PTS-I/6) 

Clad beam, isothermal/uniaxial 
bend load (DD2,DSR3) 

Thick cylinder, thermal/pressure/ 
tension load (NKS-5, NKS-6) 

Cruciform beam, isothermal/ 
biaxial bend load (BB-4) 

.AEA Technology, Risley • UK.* 

Central Research Institute of Structural Materials (Prometey)0 Russia 
Technical Research Center of Finland (VTT)& Finland 
HectricitSde France (EdF) France 

MPA, Universitat Stuttgart Germany 

ORNL U.S.A. 

Organization performing test 
Organization performing analysis. 

Table 1.4 Summary of test objectives of large-scale experiments used in FALSIRE II 

Experiment (place) Objective 

SC-4 
(AEA Technology, UJK.) 

PTS-I/6 
(Prometey, Russia) 

DD2,DSR3 
(EdF, France) 

NKS-5 
(MPA, Germany) 

NKS-6 
(MPA, Germany) 

BB4 
(ORNL,U.SA.) 

Investigate transition fiacture behavior for surface cracks in thick-section steel specimen under 
thermal-shock loading conditions 

Investigate crack initiation and arrest of a shallow-surface crack in abimaterial thick-section 
steel specimen under PTS loading conditions 

Investigate cleavage initiation of shallow underclad cracks in clad beams subjected to four-
point bending 

Investigate unstable crack propagation in transition region of two symmetrically placed surface 
cracks in thick-section steel specimen under PTS loading conditions 

Investigate unstable crack propagation and arrest of fully circumferential crack in low-
toughness vessel material in thick-section steel specimen under PTS loading conditions 

Investigate influence of biaxial loading on cleavage fracture toughness of shallow cracks using 
biaxially loaded cruciform beam 

to the OC of CSNI/FAG using the special problem state
ment format developed by the CSNI/FAG during Phase I 
of FALSIRE; a sample problem statement is included in 
Appendix A of Refs. 1 and 2. The format of the problem 
statement consists of 16 pages of questions that are 
intended to provide information on a full range of topics, 
including the following: 
1. general information, including the cognizant contact for 

the organization performing the experiment; 

2. testing facility; 

3. specimen geometry; 

4. material, physical, and fracture properties; 

5. loading conditions; 

6. instrumentation; 

7. test data and experimental results; 

8. available analysis results; and 

9. comparison of experimental and analysis results. 

The preliminary draft problem statements provided by 
the testing organizations listed in Table 13 were examined 
in considerable detail by the OC for clarity, completeness, 
and compatibility with FALSIRE n objectives. The OC 
elected to accept all of the experiments in Table 1.3 for 
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Table 1.5 Summary of FALSIRE II reference experiments 

8 
a 
o s 

Experiment 
(place) 

Material toughness0 

A v S Asoj 
Loading*'* Crack, specimen geometry'' Crack growth 

SC-4 
(AEA.U.K.) 

PTS1/6 
(Prometey, Russia) 

DD2.DSR3 
(EdF, France) 

NKS-5 
(MPA, Germany) 

NKS-6 
(MPA, Germany) 

BB-4 
(ORNL,U.S.A.) 

>90J/100°C 

Base material 
120J/110°C 
Weld material 
120J/40°C 

Not yet available 

Base material 
90J/140°C 
Weld material 
220J/-60°C 

Base material^ 30 J 
Weld material 
220J/-60°C 

L-T orientation 
330J/-40°C 
T-L orientation 
245J/-40°C 

Thermal shock 
T o = 305 oC/r c = 7°C 

Thermal shock 
T o = 280 o C/T c =15 o C 
Internal pressure (transient) 

Four-point bending at 
T o = -170°C 

Thermal shock 
T o = 230 oC/T c=18°C 
Axial tension 
Internal pressure (constant) 

Thermal shock 
T o = 280°CA'c = 20 oC 
Axial tension 
Internal pressure 

Biaxial bending (ratio 0.6:1) 
atT„ = -45°C 

Two cracks (1 and 2) partly axial (max a/t=0.2 
and 0.3) at the inner surface of a cylinder 
(Ri = 500 mm, T = 200 mm) 

Partly axial crack (max a/t=0.25) at the outer 
surface of a cylinder vessel (Ri = 340 mm, 
t= 150 mm) 

Semielliptical underclad crack (max a/t=0.04; 
0.11) in a cladded four-point bending specimen 
(cross section 120 x 145 mm) 

Two cracks partly circumferential (max a/t = 
0.135) at the inner surface of a cylinder 
(Ri = t=200 mm) 

Circumferential crack 
(a/t=0.185) at the inner surface of a cylinder 
(Ri = t = 200mm) 

Straight-through crack (a/t=0.1) in a 
cruciform-shaped specimen (cross section 
91 x 111 mm) 

Crack 1: cleavage6 

0-71 mm 

Crack 2: cleavagee 

0-32 mm 

Cleavage 0-90 mm and arrest in 
base material; cleavage 0-13 mm 
and arrest in weld material 

Cleavage without crack arrest 

Cleavage in base material; depth 
13-mm circumferential 220°; 
arrest at base metal/weld metal 
interface 

Cleavage 20 mm in base material; 
ductile extension 41 mm; arrest at 
base metal/weld metal interface 

Cleavage initiation preceded by 
0.08-mm ductile tearing 

Ay* =Chaipy V-notch upper shelf energy. 
'To=initial crack-tip temperature/test temperature. 
C T C = cooling water temperature. 
^R\=internal radius, 

t = wall/specimen thickness, 
a = crack depth. 

ePredominantly in axial direction. 
•'Maximum Charpy energy lower than 50 J. 
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FALSIRE n, contingent upon certain modifications to the 
statements being completed satisfactorily. The final version 
of these problem statements provided the basis for eval
uations performed by the analysts participating in 
FALSIRE H. 

To publicize FALSIRE n internationally, the OC prepared 
a two-page, call-for-participation announcement that was 
distributed to the participants of Phase I, to the American 
Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Pressure Vessel 
and Piping Conference in July 1993, and to the 12th Inter
national Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor 
Technology (SMiRT) in August 1993. The announcement 
described the objectives and schedule for FALSIRE n and 
included a form to allow prospective participants to declare 
their intentions to the OC by return mail. 

1.2.2 FALSIRE H Workshop 

Subsequent procedural steps for FALSIRE n essentially 
followed the format used for FALSIRE I. The completed 
problem statements for each reference experiment were 
distributed to participating analysts beginning in November 
1993. Participants were requested to provide summaries of 
structural analysis results to the OC in April 1994. A total 
of 26 preliminary analyses prepared by an international 
group of analysts participating in FALSIRE II were submit
ted to the OC on special documentation forms. The submit
ted results were reviewed and assessed by the OC during 
scheduled May 1994 working sessions held at GRS. The 
primary purpose of this evaluation was to ensure that 
proper modeling of structural response was being achieved 
by analysts prior to performing fracture assessments of the 
reference experiments. 

Documentation describing final results from fracture 
mechanics assessments of the reference experiments was 
requested from the participants starting at the end of June 
1994. Analysts were asked to transmit their results elec
tronically to GRS, where a special-purpose computer pro
gram was developed to organize the analyses into a com
parative data base. This data base also includes selected 
portions of the measured data generated in the six reference 
experiments. Summaries were generated from the data base 
for use in the FALSIRE II Workshop. 

The FALSIRE II Workshop was held November 8-10, 
1994, at the Terrace Garden Hotel in Atlanta, Georgia. 
More than 30 participants representing 22 organizations 
from 12 countries took part in the workshop that focused 
on analyses of the reference fracture experiments; the 
organizations participating in the workshop are given in 
Table 1.6. Final results for 45 analyses of the reference 

Table 1.6 Organizations participating in the 
FALSIRE H Workshop in Atlanta 

during November 1994 

Organization Country 
AEA Technology U X 
Bhabha Atomic Research Center (B ARC) India 
Commissariat & l'Energie Atomic (CEA) France 
Centre d'Etudes Nuclearies de Saclay 

Engineering Center of Nuclear Equipment Russia 
Strength, Reliability & Lifetime (ECS) 

EdF France 
FMC Corporation U.S.A. 
Framatome France 
Fraunhofer Institut fur Werkstoffmechanik Germany 
(TWM) 

GRS Germany 
Institute for Problems of Strength (IPS) Ukraine 
Kurchatov Institute Russia 
Nuclear Electric (NE) UJC 
Onsala Inqenjorsbyra Sweden 
ORNL U.S.A. 
Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) Switzerland 
Central Research Institute of Structural Russia 
Mechanics (Prometey) 

Staatliche MPA Universitat Stuttgart Germany 
VTT Finland 
Siemens (KWU) Germany 
University of Maryland U.S.A. 
University of Pisa Italy 
University of Tokyo Japan 

experiments were received by the OC from the participat
ing analysts (see Chap. 3). A major objective of the work
shop was for participating analysts to achieve an under
standing of the comparative relationships among the analyt
ical results, that is, why various analyses may agree or dis
agree with one another or with the available measured data. 
To facilitate achieving this objective, the OC adopted a 
workshop format that incorporates several notable features. 

Prior to the workshop, participants were provided with 
comparative summaries of each of the reference experi
ments for which they had submitted a solution. These sum
maries were transmitted by fax in October 1994 to provide 
analysts with an opportunity to prepare responses to par
ticular issues raised by the comparisons in advance of the 
workshop. Also, participants were requested to perform a 
quality assurance check of their results depicted in the 
summaries prepared by GRS and to quickly inform the 
OC of any discrepancies. The comparative summaries 
were based on analysis results received by the OC at GRS 
through October 9,1994; the contents were defined by the 
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Introduction 
Special Requirements (SRs) forms prepared for each ref
erence experiment by the OC and provided to the partici
pants. Comparative summaries of all analysis results sub
mitted for the reference experiments were also made 
available to participating analysts upon their arrival at 
the workshop in Atlanta. 

The format of the workshop sessions in Atlanta focused 
on discussions dedicated to each of the six reference 
experiments over a period of ~ 21/2 days. For each 
experiment, a panel was assembled that included (1) all 
of the analysts contributing solutions to that experiment 
and (2) a representative of the institution that performed 
the experiment Discussion of each experiment was initi
ated with a presentation from the institutional representa
tive describing the details of the experiment, including 
objectives, experimental setup, instrumentation, loading 
conditions, test results, measured data, etc. This was 
immediately followed by a brief review of the SRs and the 
comparative summaries compiled by the OC from the 
submitted analyses; the purpose was to highlight signifi
cant features of the comparisons. The latter presentation 
was made by the OC member responsible for compila
tion of the analytical summaries for the experiments 
(J. Sievers). Next, each of the individual panelists was 
asked to participate in the discussion by addressing factors 
that potentially influenced the outcome of the analytical 
assessments. Comments and questions concerning the 
analyses and experimental results were also welcomed at 
this point from workshop participants not on the panel. A 
major objective of this discussion was to develop a con
sensus among the participants regarding the effectiveness 
of the various fracture methodologies used to assess the 
reference experiment A designated secretary drawn from 
the participants (S. McAllister) was responsible for draft
ing a brief summary of the conclusions derived from dis
cussions of the analytical assessment 

The final session of the workshop was moderated by the 
CSNMFAG chairman (H. Schulz). Summaries of the 
results and conclusions developed from discussions of 
each reference experiment were distributed to partici
pants to provide a basis for a general assessment of the 

FALSIREII analysis results. A discussion of future goals 
and plans for the CSNI/FAG also took place at that time. 

1.2.3 Workshop Action Items 

At the FALSIRE n Workshop, an extensive list of action 
items was compiled for each of the reference experiments 
to resolve outstanding issues raised in discussions of the 
experimental and analytical results. After the workshop 
was concluded, the OC prepared and distributed detailed 
requests for supplemental information and analysis results 
to be provided by the testing organizations and the partici
pating analysts. Ten organizations provided a response to 
the requests from the OC. The data received from these 
organizations were reviewed by the OC and incorporated 
into the FALSIRE n data base compiled for the reference 
experiments. Also, evaluations were made concerning the 
impact of these data on completion of the list of action 
items drafted during the workshop. The majority of these 
action items were addressed in the responses received 
from the participants and have been included in the final 
assessment of the analysis results. 

References 
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2 Description of FALSIRE II Reference Experiments 

This chapter provides a summary of each reference experi
ment selected for FALSIRE n and characterized in 
Tables 1.3—1.5. These summaries are intended to provide 
available information on specimen geometry, test material, 
loading conditions, experimental results, and selected 
bibliographic references for each experiment Information 
on the experiments is based on problem statements and 
supporting documents provided to the OC by the cognizant 
organizations. The experimental results were accepted from 
these organizations without qualifying the data. Because a 
consistent set of data was not available for all reference 
experiments, information from the above-mentioned cate
gories was not uniformly available at the same level of 
detail for all experiments. Thus, emphasis on certain fea
tures varies among the individual summaries. 

The objectives of the experiments were to evaluate fracture 
analysis methods, as well as to demonstrate special effects, 
such as the influence of biaxial loading on fracture tough
ness. Generally, the problems modeled by the reference 
experiments should contribute to understanding the behav

ior of postulated cracks in RPVs within the transition tem
perature region in the case of overcooling accidents. Note 
that the materials, loadings, and specimen/crack geometries 
used in these experiments were designed to obtain the 
desired results in the presence of financial and technical 
limitations. 

2.1 Spinning Cylinder Experiment 
(SC-4) 

The Spinning Cylinder (SQ project1 at AEA Technology, 
Risley, United Kingdom, is concerned with investigation of 
fracture behavior in thick-walled test specimens under 
severe thermal-shock and simulated pressure loading con
ditions. A special test rig was constructed at Risley to pro
duce the appropriate loading conditions. The general 
arrangement of the SC thermal-shock apparatus is shown 
in Fig. 2.1, where the central feature is an 8-ton cylindrical 
test specimen (1.3-m-long, 1.4-m OD, 200-mm wall thick
ness as shown in Fig. 22) suspended by a flexible shaft 

ORNL-OWG 93-2253 ETD 

SUP RING UNIT 

SUPPORTSHAFT 

8 x 3 k w HEATERS 

CYLINDRICAL 
SPECIMEN 

WATER SPRAY PIPES 

SUPPORT BEARING 

INERTJAL DAMPING 
SYSTEM 

Figure 2.1 Experimental facility at AEA-Risley for performing thermal-shock tests with spinning cylinders 
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Description 

Specimen geometry 
EFG 96-6489 

Crack geometry 

inner 
surface 

outer 
surface 

All measures in mm 
Figure 22 Test cylinder and crack geometry for SC-4 experiment (AEA-Risley, U.K.) 

from a single pivoted bearing so that it is free to rotate 
about the vertical axis. The driving power is provided by 
a 375-kW dc motor that is capable of a maximum design 
speed of about 3500 rpm at the rotor. A damping device 
(not shown) is attached to the bearing pivot to stabilize the 
rotor against aerodynamically induced precessional motion. 
Eight 3-kW heaters mounted vertically within the cylinder 
enclosure provide the necessary heat to raise the specimen 
to the required test temperature of ~300°C. Pressure load
ing can be simulated by rotating the cylinder about its own 
axis; the generated hoop stress distribution resembles that 
in a large-diameter pressurized vessel. A stationary water 
spray system within the cylinder provides the mechanism 
for thermally shocking the rotating inner surface (Fig. 23). 
According to researchers at Risley, the design ensures uni
formity of cooling and very high heat transfer coefficients 
at moderate speeds. 

A series of large-scale experiments has been conducted in 
the Risley SC facility. The first three were concerned with 
fully ductile upper-shelf fracture; as indicated in Table 1.1, 
two of these experiments were used in Phase I of Project 
FALSIRE. The fourth spinning cylinder experiment (SC-4) 
was an investigation into transition fracture behavior under 
contained yield in a thick-section, low-alloy steel structure 
subjected to severe thermal shock.1 The stated objectives 

of SC-4 and the associated fracture analysis and material 
characterization programs were 
• to determine the toughness near the inner surface of a 

thermally shocked thick-walled specimen in which the 
material yields near the quenched surface, 

• to compare the measured toughness with the transition 
toughness curve determined from standard test 
specimens, 

• to evaluate the methods used in the assessment of part-
penetration defects under severe thermal-shock condi
tions when the elasa'cally calculated peak stresses 
exceed yield, and 

• to provide information concerning the arrest of a cleav
age fracture. 

2.1.1 Specimen Geometry 

Figure 2.2 depicts the test specimen containing two semi
circular defects at the inner surface, which were oriented 
in an axial plane, located halfway along the length of the 
cylinder and separated by 135°; both were fatigue pre-
cracked. Two sizes of defect (40- and 60-mm radii) were 
produced to maximize the likelihood of achieving the test 
objectives. 
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Description 

Thermal and mechanical 
loading 

rotation velocity:'!. • • 
to = 530rpmatT = 305°C 

EFG9&6490 

Material characterization 
(A 508 class 3) 

yield stress Rpo 2 

[MPa] 
543 (20°C) 
521 (290°C) 

charpy energy for 
upper shelf [J] 

>90 

T 5OJ[°C] 100 

50 100 150 200 
wall thickness [mm] o u t e r s u r f a c e 

Figure 23 Loading and test material data for SC-4 specimen 

2.1.2 Material Properties 

The SC-4 test was performed on a specimen extracted from 
a single large steel forging with the chemical composition 
of A 508 Class 3 steel that was given a nonstandard heat 
treatment to provide suitable mechanical properties for test 
purposes. A summary of the chemical analysis and the 
thermal heat treatment is given in Table 2.1. The 200-mm-
thick forging consisted of two cylinders separated by a 
centrally located test ring and bounded top and bottom by 
additional test rings (Fig. 2.4). The test rings were parted 
from the cylinders after forging and heat treatment were 
completed. Values of physical properties obtained from 
analysis of the test rings are given in Table 22. Four tensile 
tests were performed on circumferentialry oriented test 
specimens, two at 20°C according to BS 18 and two at 
290°C according to BS 3688. In all cases, specimens of 
22.5-mm diameter and 127-mm gage length were used. 
Values for all four tests are given in Table 23. No signifi
cant effects of either axial or circumferential forging 

Table 2.1 Chemical analysis and thermal heat 
treatment of SC-4 test material 

Chemical analysis (%) 

Bottom of Ingot EFG 96-6491 

C Si Mn S P Cr Mo 
0.23 0.23 1.32 0.011 0.012 0.08 0.5 

Heat treatment 
Austenize 6hat950°C 
Quench Water quench from 950°C 
Temper 8hat580°C±10°C 

Ni 
0.73 

A 
Note. 
* = Unmachined 

Dimensions 

Test Rings 
for Material 
Characterization 
Work. 

Top of Ingot 

4 
890mm(dia.)' 

151Smm(dia.)* 

Figure 2.4 Position of test cylinder SC-4 and material 
characterization test rings within overall 
forging 

position were reported with respect to engineering tensile 
properties. The true stress/true plastic strain properties 
across the temperature range of 20 to 350°C were also 
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Description 
Table 22 Physical properties of SC-4 specimen material 

Heat convection coefficient h, W/m2 K 

Thermal conductivity X, W/m K 

Specific heat capacity c p , kJ/kg K 

Density p, kg/m3 

Coefficient of thermal expansion a, 1/K 

3,000<h<5,000 fort=0to2min 
5.000 <h< 20,000 fort=2to3min 
20,000<h< 5,000 fort>3min 
38.6 - 2.2 x 10- 2 T +1.67 x lO"5 T 2 

where temperature, T (°C) 
4.1 x l H T + 0 . 4 3 2 
where temperature, T (°C) 
7787at290°C 
Instantaneous: (11.46+0.0105T) x KT 6 

Mean (20 - T): (11.59 + 5.161 x 10"3 T) x 10"6 

where temperature, T (°C) 

Table 23 Engineering tensile properties for SC-4 specimen 

0 . „ ' *. 0.2% Proof Ultimate _ . „ Redaction Specimen Temperature , „ . Elongation . , .. ,ol~ stress tensile stress 7E.. of area location (-Q ^ ^ ^ ^ <%) ( % ) 

Forging top 0° 20 543 685 21 56 
position 

Forging bottom 20 553 695 20 52 
180° position 

Forging top 0° 290 521 660 18 51 
position 

Forging bottom 290 521 660 17 51 
180° position 

Note: E-modulus (MPa)=212.35 x 103 at 0°C and 189.10 x 103 at 350°C 
Poisson ratio = 0.28. 

considered necessary for analysis of the SC-4 test In view 
of the similarities in steel chemistry and heat treatment 
conditions between test cylinder SC-4 and cylinders SC-2 
and SC-3, the true stress/true plastic strain data previously 
generated for the latter cylinders were used for SC-4. Engi
neering stress/strain and true stress/strain data from the 
SC-2 and SC-3 characterization programs are given in 
Table 2.4. 

Standard Charpy V-notch (CVN) impact tests were per
formed on specimens extracted in the circumferential-radial 
(C-R) orientation from locations adjacent to those of the 
tensile specimens. A total of 30 tests were performed, with 
15 specimens being extracted, each from the top and bot
tom of the forging. Results of all 30 tests are presented in 
Fig. 2.5. The results show the absence of systematic influ
ence of either axial or circumferential location on impact 
toughness properties and indicate a brittle/ductile transition 
for the forging. The test temperature corresponding to an 
impact energy level of 68 J (i.e., T68j) is in excess of 

100°C. [According to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Ves
sel Code, RTNDT is m e higher of the nil ductility tempera
ture (NDT) from drop-weight tests and T68J - 33°C] 

All fracture toughness specimens were extracted from the 
test rings in the C-R orientation. Three sizes of compact 
specimens were fabricated and tested: 10 mm thick, 35 mm 
thick, and 75 mm thick. A total of 45 specimens of 10-mm 
thickness were extracted from a test ring adjacent to the 
SC-4 cylinder. Of these, 30 were fabricated with the notch 
positioned on the 0° datum line, and 15 specimens had the 
notch on a line 225° around the circumference from the 0° 
line (see Fig. 2.6). Specimens on the 0° datum line were 
taken from two positions within the thickness of the forging 
wall; these two positions (15 specimens each) corresponded 
to the surface (i.e., first 10-mm thickness) and the mid-
thickness of the finished cylinder. Specimens located 225° 
away from the datum line were all positioned at the surface 
location. 
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Description 
Table 2.4 Engineering and true stress-true strain values for test rings of SC-4 cylinder forging 

JU21/JU3(20°C) JU22/JU4(20°C) 

„,_ . Stress • True T™e 

Strain Zum\ „;.". stress o l " u " (MPa) strain ^ ^ Strain J ? " **» S s (MPa) strain ( M p a ) 

JU21 

0.0002 67.0 0.0003 67.0 
0.0006 • 129.4 0.0006 1295 
0.0009 191.1 0.0009 191.3 
0.0012 252.0 0.0012 252.3 
0.0015 311.7 0.0015 312.2 
0.0018 371.8 0.0018 3725 

JU3 

0.0024 503.1 0.0024 504.3 
0.0033 546.0 0.0033 547.8 
0.0041 551.4 0.0041 553.6 
0.0049 557.1 0.0049 559.8 
0.0070 586.8 0.0070 590.9 
0.0138 615.7 0.0137 624.1 
0.0202 637.4 0.0200 650.3 
0.0261 657.8 0.0258 675.0 
0.0325 675.3 0.0320 697.3 
0.0389 687.2 0.0382 714.0 
0.0453 698.0 0.0443 729.6 
0.9521 707.7 0.0508 744.6 
0.0584 715.6 0.0658 7575 
0.0652 720.1 0.0632 767.0 
0.0728 724.4 0.0703 777.1 
0.0800 724.6 0.0769 7825 
0.0871 728.3 0.0835 791.7 
0.0947 728.7 0.0905 797.7 

JU22 

0.0002 50.9 0.0002 50.9 
0.0005 1153 0.0005 1153 
0.0008 1773 0.0008 177.4 
0.0011 237.8 OLOOH 238.1 
0.0014 297.9 0.0014 298.3 
0.0017 358.8 0.0017 359.4 

JU4 

0.0021 455.3 0.0021 4563 
0.0030 5483 0.0030 550.0 
0.0038 552.9 0.0038 555.0 
0.0045 . 558.7 0.0046 561.4 
0.0082 598.8 0.0082 603.7 
0.0150 6205 0.0149 629.8 
0.0217 6422 0.0215 6562 
0.0281 662.0 0.0277 681.4 
0.0349 . 674.9 0.0343 6985 
0.0417 686.9 0.0408 7155 
0.0480 6992 0.0469 732.8 
0.0552 706.9 0.0537 746.0 
0.0624 7133 0.0605 757.8 
0.0696 715.6 0.0672 765.4 
0.0771 719.7 0.0743 7753 
0.0847 719.1 0.0813 780.0 
0.0926 719.7 0.0886 786.4 
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Description 
Table 2.4 (continued) 

JU5(150°C)a JU24/JU6(150°C) 

Strain Stress 
(MPa) 

True 
strain 

True 
stress 
(MPa) 

Strain Stress 
. (MPa) 

True 
strain 

True 
stress 
(MPa) 

JU5 JU24 

0.0024 456.4 0.0024 457.5 0.0003 59.4 0.0003 59.4 
0.0033 503.1 0.0033 504.8 0.0006 115.6 0.0006 115.7 
0.0041 514.6 0.0041 516.7 0.0009 1735 0.0009 173.6 
0.0049 523.1 0.0049 525.6 0.0012 231.7 0.0012 232.0 
0.0082 552.9 0.0081 557.4 0.0015 286.0 0.0015 2865 
0.0142 581.7 0.0141 590.0 0.0018 338.9 0.0018 3395 
0.0205 602.3 0.0203 614.7 
0.0265 618.8 0.0262 635.2 JU6 
0.0325 639.3 0.0320 660.1 
0.0389 6505 0.0382 675.8 0.0024 4665 0.0024 467.6 
0.0453 662.7 0.0443 692.7 0.0033 504.2 0.0033 505.0 
0.0516 670.7 0.0504 705.3 0.0041 617.7 0.0041 519.8 
0.0584 675.0 0.0568 7145 0.0049 526.6 0.0049 529.2 
0.0652 680.4 0.0632 724.8 0.0101 558.0 0.0101 563.6 
0i0720 684.6 0.0695 733.9 0.0167 576.7 0.0166 586.3 
0.0791 688.7 0.0762 743.3 0.0229 603.1 0.0227 617.0 
0.0859 689.7 0.0824 748.9 0.0291 619.9 0.0287 638.9 
0.0935 694.0 0.0894 758.9 0.0357 632.4 0.0351 655.0 
0.1007 688.7 0.0959 758.1 0.0423 6462 0.0415 673.6 

0.0485 656.1 0.0474 687.9 
0.0551 665.8 0.0537 7025 
0.0621 6742 0.0603 716.1 
0.0692 678.4 0.0669 725.3 
0.0766 681.1 0.0738 7333 
0.0836' 685.3 0.0803 742.6 
0.0910 6875 0.0871 750.1 
0.0989 686.7 0.0943 754.6 
0.1051 690.3 0.0999 762.8 
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Figure 25 Effect of axial and circumferential position on Charpy V-notch toughness in SC-4 specimen 

Location of 1 Omm-thick 
compact specimens. 

0°DannnLine 

EFG 96-6493 

Dimensions of 
finish-machined 
Cylinder 

Mid-thickness of 
finish machined 
Cylinder 

Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram showing location of 10-mm thick compact specimens within the material 
characterization test ring of SC-4 material 
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Description 
Specimen fatigue precracking was performed at ambient 
temperature according to the American Society of Testing 
and Materials (ASTM) E399-81 standard. The 10- and 
35-mm-thick specimens were tested in the plane-sided 
condition, while the 75-mm-thick specimens were 20% 
side-grooved after fatigue precracking. All tests were per
formed using displacement control within the temperature 
range 0 to 100°C and at loading rates in accordance with 
the ASTM standard. 

For the 10-mm-thick specimens, fracture toughness at the 
point of cleavage fracture, or at the point of specimen 

unloading if fracture did not occur, was calculated from J 
and converted to Kj using the plane-strain relation. Results 
of all 10-mm-thick compact tension (CT) specimen tests 
are presented in Table 2.5 and Fig. 2.7. Except for three 
cases, fracture toughness values for the 35- and 75-mm-
thick CT specimens were determined using the same 
procedures. Results of all 35- and 75-mm-thick specimen 
tests are given in Table 2.6 and depicted with correspond
ing data from the 10-mm-thick specimens in Fig. 2.8. These 
results do not indicate any significant effects of specimen 
thickness, circumferential location, or wall-thickness 
location on fracture toughness behavior in the brittle/ 
ductile transition region. 

Table 23 Transition region fracture toughness test data from 10-mm compact specimens of SC-4 material 

Circumferential Position 
and Location Relative Sample Temp Aafjx) u.^r Cleavage 

to the finish-Machined No °C mm MPavm (Yes or No) 
Cylinder Wall Thickness 

0° position KM2 0 0.01 64 Yes 
cylinder surface wall KM14 0 0.01 67 Yes 
thickness location KM8 23 0.01 87 Yes 

KM1 23 0.01 51 Yes 
KM13 40 0.02 81 Yes 
KM3 40 0.02 88 Yes 
KM6 60 0.02 93 Yes 
KM5 60 0.03 86 Yes 
KM10 70 0.03 111 Yes 
KM12 70 0.04 124 Yes 
KM9 100 0.68 193 No 
KM4 100 0.76 214 No 
KM11 100 0.99 233 Yes 
KM7 110 1.28 254 No 
KM15 110 1.70 238 No 

0° position KM16 22 0.03 75 Yes 
cylinder mid wall- KM23 22 0.03 69 Yes 
thickness location KM25 40 0.02 89 Yes 

KM27 40 0.02 87 • Yes 
KM20 50 0.06 73 Yes 
KM17 60 0.02 76 Yes 
KM24 60 0.02 79 Yes 
KM21 70 0.03 106 Yes 
KM26 70 0.05 100 Yes 
KM30 80 0.04 173 Yes 
KM22 80 • 0.09 118 Yes 
KM28 90 0.04 129 Yes 
KM19 90 0.05 133 Yes 
KM29 110 0.90 267 No 
KM18 110 0.96 208 No 

225° position KM40 0 0.02 45 Yes 
cylinder surface wall- KM32 0 0.03 47 Yes 
thickness location KM37 10 0.03 48 Yes 

KM4S 10 0.04 71 Yes 
KM35 30 0.03 55 Yes 
KM42 30 0.09 66 Yes 
KM31 50 0.02 70 Yes 
KM38 50 0.02 70 Yes 
KM41 70 0.02 84 Yes 
KM33 70 0.04 103 Yes 
KM39 70 0.04 115 Yes 
KM43 90 0.75 193 Yes 
KM36 90 0.97 186 No 

.KM44 110 0.06 267 No 
• KM34 110 0.06 197 No 
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Figure 2.7 Effect of specimen location on fracture toughness properties of 10-mm-thkk CT specimen of SC-4 
material 

Table 2.6 Fracture-toughness transition data for 35- and 75-mm-thick compact 
specimens of SC-4 material 

Specimen Test An T KT 
identity/location in temperature ( m m ) ^ ^ g^^y, Comments 

forging (°Q 
0%SG35-mmCS 

J4/Top(0°)6 20 0.07 _ 66.3 K from load (not J) 
J6/Top(0°) 20 0.03 65.4 K from load (not J) 
J2/Bottom(180°) 60 0.01 0.042 96.4 
J5/Top(0°) 60 0.05 0.049 103.3 
Jl/Bottom(1800)* 100 0.33 0.188 203.0 
J3/Bottom(180°) 100 0.41 0.107 152.7 

20%SG75-mmCS 
K6/Top(0°) 60 0.04 922 K from load (not J) 
K4/Top(0°) 100 0.03 0.143 1773 
K5/Top(0°)c 150 21.6 0.625 370.6 No failure 

Note: All specimens taken from midwall thickness location. 
a Kj values all calculated using a Young's Modulus=2.0 x 105 MPa. 
"Uneven fatigue crack fronts on these specimens due to poor machined notch. 
cMassive amount of growth on this specimen means that the absolute value of J quoted is of limited value. 
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Figure 2.8 Effect of specimen size on fracture 
toughness transition properties of SC-4 
material 

2.1.3 Instrumentation 

Most of the instrumentation related to the test was mounted 
directly on the rotating specimen and thus required the 
deployment of cabling thiough hollow rotating components 
such as the support shaft, drive coupling, and gearbox. Sig
nals were extracted via a 100-way slip ring unit mounted 
directly above the gearbox. All instrumentation signals 
were routed through the data logging system, which pro
cessed and recorded them at scanning periods variable on 
demand down to 3 s. The arrangement of the crack measur
ing instrumentation for SC-4 can be seen in Fig. 2.9. Four 
active alternating current potential drop (ACPD) measure
ment stations were mounted on the inner surface of the 
specimen, one at each end of the two defects. In addition, 
two reference stations were included in the uncracked 
region. Current and voltage probes were located on a trans
verse line through the tip of the fatigue precrack with sepa
rations of 10 and 5 mm, respectively. Two ACPD instru
ments were used to achieve a minimum scan period of ~5 s. 
Twelve strain gages (weldable type) were situated on the 
cylinder as shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. Thermocouples 
were deployed to measure the cylinder temperature varia
tions axially, circumferentially, and through the thickness 
(see Figs. 2.9 and 2.11). Cylinder speed was measured by 
three independent devices. The primary speed indication 
was an analogue tachometer, which also provided the con
trol signal for the motor servo system. The backup systems 
were two digital counters, that is, one electromagnetic and 
the other optical. 
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Description 
2.1.4 Experimental Results 

The SC-4 test was initiated by stabilizing the cylinder at a 
mean temperature of 305°C. The test was conducted at a 
low rotational speed (530 rpm), and the thermal shock was 
generated by water spray cooling (~7°C) the inner surface 
of the preheated cylinder (see Fig. 2.3). The initial flow 
rate of the cooling water was -60 gal/min, which produced 
an effective heat transfer coefficient in the range 3000 < 
h < 5000 W/m2 K. After 2 min at the initial flow rate, in 
the absence of indications of crack growth, the cooling 
water flow rate was increased to 290 gal/min, producing an 
effective heat transfer coefficient in excess of 20 kW/m2 K. 
The temperature data recorded at selected thermocouples, 
shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.11, as a function of transient time 
are shown in Fig. 2.12. Crack-tip temperatures were ini
tially consistent with upper-shelf fracture behavior. During 
the test, crack-tip temperatures near the inner surface fell 
through the brittle/ductile transition regime. 

Data collected during the test provided indications of crack 
growth at each end of the 40-mm defect Subsequent 
destructive examination confirmed this result and revealed 
growth at the ends of the 60-mm defect, which had not 
been detected using the ACPD method. The fracture sur
faces were similar in several respects (see Fig. 2.13): first, 
the cracks grew in an axial direction, and no growth from 
the deepest point of either defect was produced; second, the 
aspect ratios of the arrested cracks were approximately the 
same, with a 6:1 length-to-depth ratio; and third, a thin (2-
to 5-mm) ligament of material extended to, or very close to, 
the point of intersection of the crack with the inner surface 
of the cylinder. The presence of this unexpected ligament 
indicated that the cleavage initiation site was some distance 
below the surface. It also explained the failure of the 
ACPD method to detect growth of the 60-mm defect where 
the ligament was thickest Additional information on the 
experimental results for the SC-4 experiment is available in 
Ref.l. 
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Figure 2.13 Comparison of fracture surfaces and ultrasonic profiles for the two defects in the SC-4 cylinder: 
(a) 60-mm crack depth and (b) 40-mm crack depth 

2.2 Sixth CRISM "Prometey" PTS 
Experiment (PTS-I/6) 

PTS experiments are being performed at the Central 
Research Institute of Structural Materials (CRISM 
"Prometey") St Petersburg, Russia, for the purpose of 
investigating the behavior of surface flaws under 
pressurized-water reactor overcooling accident conditions.2 

The joint pressure vessel integrity research program was 
initiated in 1990 through the efforts of three participating 
organizations. The participants are the Prometey Institute; 
the IVO International Ltd. (TVO IN), Finland; and the 
Technical Research Center of Finland (VTT). The main 
objective of the research program is to increase the reliabil
ity of safety analysis methodologies applied to WER-440 
reactor vessels. This is achieved by providing materials 
property data for WER-440 pressure vessel steels and by 
producing experimental data of crack behavior under PTS 
loading conditions for validation of fracture assessment 
methodologies. 

The research program is divided into four parts: pressure 
vessel tests, material characterization, computational frac
ture analyses, and evaluation of analysis methodologies. 
The testing program is being conducted on two model 

pressure vessels containing artificial axial flaws. A special 
heat treatment is applied to the vessels prior to the tests to 
simulate toughness conditions in an RPV near end of life. 
The CRISM "Prometey" is responsible for manufacture of 
the vessels, the heat treatment, and performance of the PTS 
tests. The IVO IN has responsibility for experimental mea
surements during the tests, while VTT is responsible for 
material characterization and pretest and posttest analyses. 
All participants contribute to the pretest planning and the 
formulation of final conclusions. 

Seven PTS experiments were performed with the same 
model pressure vessel using five different flaw geometries. 
The test facility constructed at Prometey to conduct the 
PTS experiments is depicted in Fig. 2.14. The vessel geom
etry for the PTS-I/6 experiment is depicted in Kg. 2.15. 
The pressure vessel is first heated to ~280°C using heating 
resistors. Concurrently, the vessel is pressurized internally 
by water and steam generated inside the vessel due to heat
ing (Le., a closed system). The heating resistors are lifted 
from the vessel just prior to initiation of the thermal shock. 
The vessel is then subjected to a sudden flow of tap water 
at -15°C around the outside surface (Fig. 2.16). The 
coolant flow is effective the first 200 s because of the 
capacity of the cooling water tanks. After that time, the 
flow rate gradually decreases to zero. 
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Figure 2.14 Test facility used to conduct the PTS-I/6 experiment (Prometey Institute, Russia) 
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Figure 2.16 Loading and test material data for PTS-I/6 specimen 

2.2.1 Specimen Geometry 

The primary objective of the sixth experiment was to pro
duce crack initiation and arrest under PTS loading, as well 
as WER-440 material property data. The vessel contained 
a circumferential weldment at the midlength of the vessel 
(Fig. 2.15). The width of the weld was determined by etch-
ing to be 160 mm at the outside surface and 50 mm at the 
inside surface. The weld was produced in a machined 
cavity, so that it did not extend completely through the 
wall thickness. An axial outside surface flaw was located 
at the midlength of the vessel partly in weld and base mate
rial. A sharp precrack was made by a special welding tech
nique. The crack welding data and parameters are given 
in Table 2.7. The initial crack geometry, presented in 
Fig. 2.15, is a near semiellipse (a = 38 mm and 2c = 
350 mm). 

2.2.2 Materia] Properties 

The material used in fabricating the model vessel is WER-
440-type RPV steel 15Kh2MFA. In Table 2.8 the chemical 

Table 2.7 Welding data and parameters for crack 
preparation in PTS-I/6 cylinder 

(manual metals are welding) 

Electrode 
Chemical composition 

Current and velocity 

Fox Dur 500 325 mm 
0.4% C, 1.2% Si, 12% Mn, 
2.8% Cr 

215 A dc, 12 cm/min 

composition of the base and weld material is presented. 
The circumferential weld in the vessel was made by the 
submerged arc welding technique using weld wire 
Sv-lOKhMFT and flux AN-42. The vessel was subjected to 
heat treatment to simulate the radiation embriulement of 
the WER-440-type steel. According to the Prometey 
Institute, the heat-treatment parameters were given as 
follows: annealing at 1000°C, holding 4 h, cooling in oil, 
tempering at 620°C for 10 h, and cooling in air. A more 
detailed history of the thermal treatment of the vessel is 
presented in Table 2.9. 

Table 2.8 Chemical composition of the base and the weld material in PTS-I/6 cylinder 

Chemical composition (%) 
Part C Si Mn Cr Mo V Ni S P Cu 
Base 
Weld 

0.16 
0.03 

0.35 
0.44 

0.45 
0.96 

2.65 0.62 029 023 
1.62 0.47 020 0.05 

0.006 
0.010 

0.010 
0.012 

0.12 
0.06 
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Description 

Table 2.9 Manufacture and heat treatment history of the PTS-I/6 test vessel 
provided by Prometey 

Phase Temperature CO RateCOh) 

Forging (-> stnictnir; ka|tfa 2.8 m, oouide diamrtrr 
1020 mm, romd bote, wall thickness 300 mm) 

2600 -

1 Pott-forging best uenment 600,-650 (l-2h) • 

| CooHnt 625-» 250-300 80 

M Keeping 250-300 (5b) 

l Warming 300-» 940 80 

1 Nomuliang beat treatment 920-960 (3h) -

Cooling 940-4 745 80 

Hetl ttc niitcat 730-760 (9.») • 

Cooling m oven, cooling m air 745-* 400.400-4 20 20.ru. I 
Wanning 20-» 400-» 1000 <80 1 

Atuteniang beat treatment 1000 (Sh) 1 
Cooling in oil (hardening) 1000-* 20 8 
WltQIDS 20-4 660 SO I 

Tempering beat treatment 660 (5h) 1 
1 

Cooling in oven 
660-4 300 20 

Cooling in air 300-4 20 

Machimag to right dimrnrioni 

•nrtmUQC 20-4 1000 

Austenisng beat treatment 1000 (8b) . 

Cooling in cfl (hardening) 1000-4 20 

fVamisig 20-4 610 80 

Teotpencg heat treatment 610 (6b) . 

Cooling in oven 610-4300 20 

K Keeping 300 . 

1 Cooling in sir 300-4 20 

1 Cuttmg of the vessel into two pieces and welding (arena* 
g ferential weld) 

ISO -

Wanning 20-»610 80 

Fost*weld tempenng beat treatment 610 (6b) • 

Cooling 610-4 300 20 

Cooling in air 300-4 20 

Crack manufacture 
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Description 
Physical properties for the model vessel materials are given 
in Table 2.10. Material characterization specimens were 
taken from the vessel according to the cutting plan given in 
Fig. 2.17. The CVN samples for standard and instrumented 
impact tests, tensile test bars, side-grooved CT25 speci
mens, and crack arrest test specimens were first manufacr 

tured from both the base and the weld material in C-R ori
entation. Later, when toughness variation depending on the 
location of the point of interest in the vessel was observed, 
precracked (CVNpc) and standard (CVN) Charpy-size 
specimens were manufactured for additional static fracture 
toughness and instrumented impact tests. All the specimens 
were cut in the C-R orientation. Table 2.11 provides a 
summary of the characterization tests that were performed. 
Mechanical properties determined from the tensile tests 
are summarized in Table 2.12. The multilinear engineering 
stress-strain curves are tabulated in Table 2.13 and plotted 
in Fig. 2.18. 

The conventional impact testing for base and weld mate
rials was carried out according to the standard SFS-EN 
10045-1. In addition, tests using the VTT instrumented 
impact tester were made. It was found that the base mate
rial was tougher near the vessel outside surface. Thus, 
additional tests were made with samples cut from the same 
depth (50 mm) as the CT25 specimens: Figure 2.19 pre
sents the test results. Unfortunately, it was later apparent 
that toughness of the base material varied depending on the 
location in the vessel circumference and length. Thus, the 
impact toughness values presented here for the base mate
rial are not relevant to the behavior of the crack (samples 
were taken far from the crack). 

Based on the fracture toughness test results, "master 
curves" describing the temperature dependence of fracture 
toughness and arrest toughness were determined. 

Table 2.10 Physical properties of PTS-I/6 vessel material 

Heat convection coefficient h: 

T, °C 40 80 
h,kW/m2K 2.5 3.3 

90 95 
6.0 8.0 

100 
15.0 

105 
20.0 

110 
30.0 

300 
40.0 

Thermal conductivity0 A. 37 (Constant) 

Specific heat capacity0 Cpi 
T,°C 20 150 
X,W/mK 0.476 0.485 

300 400 
0.497 0.497 

Density p, kg/m3 7800 

Coefficient of thermal expansion0 a: 
T,°C 20 150 300 
a , l / K x l 0 6 11.7 12.15 12.7 

400 
12.7 

aFor both base and weld material. 

EFG 96-6503 

Outside 
surface 

/vessel bottom 

Figure 2.17 Pieces (1-5) taken from PTS-I/6 vessel for material characterization 
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Description 

Table 2.11 Material characterization test matrix for the PTS-I/6 test vessel 

Purpose Description of test Sample Number 
of tests 

Impact energy vs temperature 
transition curves 

Impact CVNIOmm 12 B 

12W 
Instrumented impact CVNIOmm 25 B 

Stress-strain curves Tension: 
Room temperature <j> 10-mm tension sample 3B 

3 W 

Elevated temperature Special tension sample 
(<J) 10 mm) 

6* 
6 ^ 

Fracture toughness vs temperature 
transition curves 

Fracture toughness and resistance CT25 (25-mm) 
side-grooved 

1 7 B 
16W 

Fracture toughness CVNpc 
(CVN 10-mm prefatigued) 

4 0 s 

Crack arrest toughness transition curves Crack arrest Large sample 8» 
Instrumented impact CVNIOmm 1 4 B 

TO Ttr 

Note: "Base material; " Weld material. 

Table 2.12 Average engineering values from tension tests 
of PTS-I/6 vessel material 

Temperature (°C) 
Vessel material 20 150 300 400 

R0.2 base material 1037 946 874 
R0.2 weld material0 624 578 542 
RM base material6 1132 1063 1011 
RM weld material6 705 661 627 
A5basematerialc 15.5 15.3 15.5 
A5 weld material5 18.7 18.7 17.2 
£ base material 206,437 184,638 188,519 180,000*" 
£ weld material 204,032 209,315 178,140 170,000*" 
Poisson ratio 0.3 03 0.3 03 

afi0.2is stress at strain 02% (MPa). 
*R\f is ultimate strength (MPa). 
CA5 is elongation at fracture (%). 
Approximated values. 
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Table 2.13 Stress-strain values for base and weld material of PTS-I/6 

vessel material 

BASE MATERIAL, 
STRAIN (m/m) 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.307600E-02 
0.372000E-02 
0.416000E-02 
0.471200E-02 
0.555200E-02 
0.720000E-02 
0.870000E-02 
0.136000E-01 
0.568000E-01 
0.100000E+00 

BASE MATERIAL, 
STRAIN- (m/m) 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.270000E-02 
0.312500E-02 
0.355000E-02 
0.410000E-02 
0.475000E-02 
0.565000E-02 
0.725000E-02 
0.892500E-02 
0.121250E-01 
0.100000E+00 

WELD MATERIAL, 
STRAIN (m/m) 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.248000E-02 
0.264000E-02 
0.288000E-02 
0.336000E-02 
0.416000E-02 
0..680000E-02 
0.944000E-02 
0.547200E-01 
0.100000E+00 

WELD MATERIAL, 
STRAIN (m/m) 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.215000E-02 
0.257500E-02 
0.287500E-02 
0.350000E-02 
0.390000E-02 
0.472500E-02 
0.625000E-02 
0.882500E-02 
0.100000E+00 

20 C 
STRESS (MPa) 
0.000000E+00 
0.635000E+03 
0.762000E+03 
0.826000E+03 
0.889000E+03 
0.953000E+03 
0.101700E+04 
0.104800E+04 
0.108000E+04 
0.136200E+04 
0.164400E+04 

300 C 
STRESS (MPa) 
0.000000E+00 
0.509000E+03 
0.573000E+03 
0.637000E+03 
0.700000E+03 
0.764000E+03 
0.828000E+03 
0.891000E+03 
0.923000E+03 
0.955000E+03 
0.135100E+04 

20 C 
STRESS (MPa) 
0.000000E+00 
0.506000E+03 
0.537000E+03 
0.569000E+03 
0.600000E+03 
0.619000E+03 
0.623000E+03 
0.626000E+03 
0.686000E+03 
0.746000E+03 

300 C 
STRESS (MPa) 
0.000000E+00 
0.383000E+03 
0.447000E+03 
0.479000E+03 
0.511000E+03 
0.524000E+03 
0.537000E+03 
0.550000E+03 
0.562000E+03 
0.683000E+03 

BASE MATERIAL, 
STRAIN (m/m) 
0.OOO0OOE+00 
0.345000E-02 
0.380000E-02 
0.425000E-02 
0.480000E-02 
0.575000E-02 
0.642500E-02 
0.750000E-02 
0.970000E-02 
0.168000E-01 
0.100000E+00 

BASE MATERIAL, 
STRAIN (m/m) 
0.000000E+00 
0.255000E-02 
0.312500E-02 
0.355000E-02 
0.410000E-02 
0.475000E-02 
0.565000E-02 
0.725000E-02 
0.892500E-02 
0.121250E-01 
0.100000E+00 

WELD MATERIAL, 
STRAIN (m/m) 
0.000000E+00 
0.182500E-02 
0.222500E-02 
0.272500E-02 
0.310000E-02 
0.350000E-02 
0.492500E-02 
0.837500E-02 
0.541880E-01 
0.100000E+00 

WELD MATERIAL, 
STRAIN (m/m) 
0.000000E+00 
0.195880E-02 
0.257500E-02 
0.287500E-02 
0.350000E-02 
0.390000E-02 
0.472500E-02 
0.625000E-02 
0.882500E-02 
0.100000E+00 

150 C 
STRESS (MPa) 
0.000000E+OO 
0.637000E+03 
0.701000E+03 
0.765000E+03 
0.829000E+03 
0.892000E+03 
0.924000E+03 
0.956000E+03 
0.988000E+03 
0.102000E+04 
0.139500E+04 

400 C 
STRESS (MPa) 
0.000000E+00 
0.459000E+03 
0.523000E+03 
0.587000E+03 
0.650000E+03 
0.714000E+03 
0.778000E+03 
0.841000E+03 
0.873000E+03 
0.915000E+03 
0.130100E+04 
150 C 
STRESS (MPa) 
O.000OO0E+OO 
0.382000E+03 
•0.446000E+03 
0.510000E+03 
0.542000E+03 
0.561000E+03 
0.574000E+03 
0.586000E+03 
0.647000E+03 
0.707000E+03 
400 C 
STRESS (MPa) 
O.OOOOOOE+00 
0.333000E+03 
0.397000E+03 
0.429000E+03 
0.461000E+03 
0.474000E+03 
0.487000E+03 
0.500000E+03 
0.512000E+03 
0.633000E+03 
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Figure 2.18 Engineering stress-strain curves used in analyses of PTS-I/6 experiment 
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Figure 2.19 Charpy impact energy vs temperature data generated from PTS-I/6 material characterization. The 
curves show results for the base material (B) determined by using samples cut at different depths (mm) 
from the vessel outside surface. Only one curve was constructed for the weld material. 
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Description 
Hie curves corresponding to the failure probability of 50% 
and the specimen thickness of 25 mm (statistical size cor
rection included) are of the form3 

K=30 + 70e a 0 1 9 < T - T o> (2.D 

The transition temperature T 0 of base material is 131°C 
in the deeper part of the crack. The transition temperature 
T 0 of weld material is 64°C. These master curves are 
described further in Fig. 220 and Table 2.14. 
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Figure 2.20 Measured fracture toughness vs temperature data and corresponding transition curves generated from 
PTS-I/6 material characterization. The fracture toughness and crack arrest toughness transition curves 
for the base and weld material corresponding to the failure probability of 50% and specimen thickness 
of 25 mm (statistical size correction included). The number of each curve refers to Table 2.14. 

Table 2.14 Transition temperature T D for the base material [(Eq. (2.1)] 

Determined curve Samples To 
(°C) 

Number of 
curve 

Crack arrest toughness (in the vicinity of flaw 3) CVN 173° 1 
Crack arrest toughness (thick end) Large arrest 140 2 
Fracture toughness (in the vicinity of flaw 3) CVNpc 131 a 3 
Fracture toughness CT25 163 4 
Fracture toughness cvNpc/crcs6 147 5 
Fracture toughness CVNpc/CVNc 81 6 
Fracture toughness CVNpc/Kj/ 84 7 
Fracture toughness, weld material CT25 64° 8 
"Relevant values to be used in fracture assessment. 
''Samples manufactured from tested CT25 specimens. 
cSamples manufactured from tested CVN specimens. 
''Samples manufactured from tested Kj a specimens. 
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Description 
2.2.3 Instrumentation 

The temperatures were measured on the outside and inside 
surfaces of the vessel using thermocouples. The strains 
were measured at selected points on the outside surface 
using weldable strain gages. In addition, the crack-mouth-
opening displacement (CMOD) and pressure were mea
sured. Note that all the transducers were set to zero after 
pressurization and just before the beginning of the thermal 

transient The number and locations of the instrumentation 
are summarized in Fig. 221. 

2.2.4 Experimental Results 

The pressure vessel was first heated to a test temperature of 
~280°C using the heating resistors. At the same time, the 
vessel was pressurized by water and steam generated inside 
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Figure 2.21 Locations of thermocouple (T) and strain-gage (S) transducers in PTS-I/6 vessel 
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Description 
the vessel to an initial pressure of 60 MPa (see Fig. 2.16). 
The initial temperature distribution was approximated to be 
linear along the vessel length: 

T = 0.126 * X +160.0894 (°C) , (2.2) 

in which the coordinate value X = 0 corresponds to the ves
sel bottom, and X = 1850 mm to the vessel top. During the 
heatup phase, steam is generated inside the vessel because 
of the high temperature. To avoid overpressurization, this 
steam is allowed to flow out of the vessel. The fact that the 
vessel is not full of water results in nonuniform heat trans
fer on the inside surface of the vessel along the vessel 
length. Also, the vessel stands with one end on the floor. 
According to Prometey, these two factors contributed to a 
nonuniform initial temperature distribution in the vessel. In 
addition, the ends of the vessel were closed and free to 
move axially. 

The initial temperature distribution was assumed to be rota-
tionally symmetric based on temperature measurements 
done by Prometey during similar PTS tests. On the basis of 
measured initial temperatures during the test, the variation 

through the wall was below 10°C. Thus, the initial tempera
ture was approximated to be constant through the walL 

Just before the thermal shock was initiated, the heating 
resistors were raised. The vessel was then subjected to a 
sudden flow of 15°C tap water around the outer surface. 
Owing to the capacity of cooling water tanks, the coolant 
flow is effective for only the first 200 s, after which the 
flow rate gradually decreases to zero. The measured 
surface strains and CMODs are given in Figs. 222 and 
223, respectively. The time of crack propagation was 
determined on the basis of the CMOD measurements. 

Cleavage fracture initiation was achieved in the transition 
temperature region of the base material. The final 
configuration of the arrested crack is shown in Fig. 22A. 
The amount of crack growth determined from visual 
examination of the fracture surface was asymetric with 
respect to the initial configuration of the flaw, that is, brittle 
fracture in the base metal and essentially no crack exten
sion in the weld metal Furthermore, no crack extension 
occurred near the surface of the vessel. 
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Figure 2.22 Strain vs time data measured at three transducer locations in PTS-I/6 experiment 
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Figure 2.23 CMOD vs time data measured at two locations in PTS-I/6 experiment 
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Figure 2.24 Initial and final crack configurations in PTS-I/6 experiment determined from visual inspection of 
fracture surface 
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2.3 NKS PTS Experiments 

Large-scale experiments4 were conducted on thick-section 
cylindrical specimens under PTS loading at MPA-Stuttgart 
to investigate crack growth and crack arrest behavior of 
primary circuit RPV materials. The material characteristics 
varied from high- to low-toughness material with a high 
NDT temperature to simulate end-of-life (EOL) or beyond 
EOL state. All tests started from simulated in-service con
ditions and were cooled down to room temperature. 

The PTS testing program at MPA-Stuttgart utilizes a thick-
walled, hollow cylinder (Fig. 2.25) that is welded at both 
ends to the grips of a 100-MN tensile testing machine. In 
addition to an axial tensile load, the specimens are loaded 

Description 
by internal pressure (pressurized water up to 30 MPa and 
300°Q. The thermal-shock cooling is achieved by spraying 
cold water evenly over the inner surface of the cylindrical 
specimen (Fig. 226). 

2.3.1 NKS-5 

The objectives of the NKS-5 test were to attain unstable 
crack initiation in the transition region of a weld material 
and extension of two symmetrically placed surface cracks 
up to a tough external ring. The material properties of 
vessel material should be represented by the properties of 
weld material. The purpose of the tough external ring was 
to simulate the toughness increase in a real irradiated vessel 
from the inner to the outer surface. 

Specimen 
geometry 

semi 
elliptical 
circum
ferential 
crack 

EFG 96-6511 

Crack geometry 

Section A-A 
crack A 

test 
section 

22NiMoCr37 
S 3 NiMo 1 

All measures in mm 

Figure 2.25 Geometry of composite NKS-5 specimen with symmetric cracks on inner surface (MPA-Stuttgart, 
Germany) 
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Figure 2.26 Loading and test material data for NKS-5 specimen 

23.1.1 Specimen Geometry 

The geometry of the composite NKS-5 specimen with sym
metric cracks on the inner surface is depicted in Fig. 225. 
Two prefatigued semielliptical cracks (denoted A and B) 
with the circumferential angle of 52° and each with a maxi
mum crack depth of 27 mm were installed in an axial plane 
of the specimen. The cylindrical specimen was composed 
of a low-toughness basic material (22 NiMoCr 37) with a 
shape-welded high-toughness external ring of 160-mm 
thickness made of S3 NiMo 1. 

23.12 Material and Fracture Properties 

The chemical composition of the base (22 NiMoCr 37) 
material used in the NKS-5 specimen is given in 
Table 2.15. Temperature-dependent tensile data for both 
the base and weld (S3 NiMo 1) materials are given in 
Table 2.16. Physical properties of thermal conductivity, 
heat capacity, density, and heat transfer coefficient on the 
inner surface are summarized in Table 2.17. Data describ
ing CVN impact energy vs temperature are given for the 

base and weld materials in Figs. 227 and 228, respec
tively. The Charpy upper-shelf energy was 90 and 220 J for 
the base and weld materials, respectively; the correspond
ing RTNDT values were determined to be 122 and -30°C, 
respectively. For the base material, JR curves were gener
ated at three temperatures using 20% side-grooved CT-25 
specimens. These data are provided for temperatures of 
160,200, and 240°C in Figs. 229-2.31, respectively. 

23.13 Instrumentation 

The temperatures through the wall thickness were mea
sured with thermocouples inserted into boreholes. Addi
tional thermocouples, together with strain gages, were 
applied on the internal and external surfaces of the speci
men. According to MPA, the thermocouple positions 
allowed an even temperature distribution both in the cir
cumferential and longitudinal direction. The CMODs were 
recorded with clip gages positioned at selected points along 
bom the A and B cracks on the inner surface. The mea
surement positions in the NKS-5 specimen for axial and 
circumferential strains, temperature, and CMOD are given 
in Figs. 2.32 and 2.33. 

Table 2.15 Chemical composition of the base (22 NiMoCr 37) material 
in the NKS-5 specimen 

Chemical composition (%) 
Base material C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni Al V Cu 

NKS-5 
(22 NiMoCr 37) 

028 0.27 0.63 0.021 0.016 0.47 0.22 0.78 0.05 026 0.007 
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Table 2.16 Temperature-dependent tensile data for base and weld (S3 NiMo 1) 
materials of the NKS-5 specimen 

Temperature 
(°Q 

Young's 
modulus 

(MPa) 

Yield 
strength 

RpO.2 

Ultimate 
strength 

Km 
A 5 

(%) 
Z 

(%) 

Ramberg Osgood 
parameter Temperature 

(°Q 

Young's 
modulus 

(MPa) 

Yield 
strength 

RpO.2 

Ultimate 
strength 

Km 
A 5 

(%) 
Z 

(%) a n 
(MPa) (MPa) 

Base material: 22 NiMoCr 37 
20 210,000 441 679 18.4 45 0.45820 8.66850 

120 202,400 403 619 17.3 45 0.29823 9.63920 
160 180,000 436 523 22.4 70.5 1.83870 14.06400 
220 197,000 434 547 15.5 46.5 0.34950 17.21700 
280 199,800 433 697 13.7 31 0.20930 9.14720 
320 189,000 391 639 14.0 29 0.16887 9.46930 

Weld material: S3 NiMo 1 
20 202,400 469 617 292 70.5 

120 204,000 492 569 27.0 72.5 
160 202,400 446 530 25.7 71 
220 199,900 428 534 24.0 71.5 
280 189,500 434 573 23.4 69.5 
320 192,000 427 583 31.2 70.5 

Table 2.17 Physical properties of thermal conductivity, heat capacity, 
density, and heat transfer coefficient on the inner surface 

of the NKS-5 specimen material 

Initial temperature: 223°C 
Conductivity: 45 W/m K 
Density: 7800 kg/m3 

Capacity: 550 J/kgK 

Time Heat transfer coefficient Time Cooling temperature 
(s) [kW/(m2K)] (s) (C°) 

0 0.0 0 189 
30 3.0 20 65 
60 4.0 270 65 
90 2.5 360 28 

120 2.3 3900 28 
150 1.8 
210 1.5 
240 3.0 
300 2.0 
450 10.0 

3900 6.0 
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Figure 2.27 Charpy impact energy vs temperature for base material of NKS-5 test specimen 
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Figure 2.28 Charpy impact energy vs temperature for weld material of NKS-5 test specimen 
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Figure 2.29 J-R curve data for NKS-5 base material determined from CT25 specimens at T = 160°C 
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Figure 230 J-R curve data for NKS-5 base material determined from CT25 specimens at T = 200°C 
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Figure 231 J-R curve data for NKS-5 base material determined from CT25 specimens at T = 240°C 
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Figure 232 Measurement positions in specimen NKS-5 (Dl = longitudinal strain, Du = circumferential strain, T = 
temperature, and G = CMOD) 
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Figure 233 Measurement positions in fracture plane of specimen NKS-5 (Dl = longitudinal strain, Du: 
circumferential strain, T = temperature, and G = CMOD) 

23.1.4 Experimental Results 

Prior to the beginning of the thermal shock, the temperature 
was stabilized at 230°C on the inner wall of the specimen. 
The axial load was raised to the maximum of 100 MN at a 
rate of 3 MN/min just 11 min after cooling had started and 
was kept at that level until the end of the test The axial 
load and internal pressure vs time, as well as the tempera
ture profiles across the wall thickness of the specimen as a 
function of time, are shown in Fig. 226 for the NKS-5 
experiment Temperature vs time data recorded at thermo
couple positions along Notch A and Notch B are given in 
Figs. 2.34 and 2.35, respectively. The axial expansion vs 
time for the specimen is given in Fig. 2.36. 

During the test, the cracks initiated in the brittle regime and 
expanded in radial and circumferential "jumps" up to the 

tough weld material. These events are reflected in the 
measured CMOD vs time data shown in Figs. 237 and 
238 for the A and B cracks, respectively. The fracture sur
face of specimen NKS-5 showed that the cracks propagated 
in cleavage both in the circumferential direction over an 
azimuthal angle of 220°, as well as in wall thickness direc
tion, where they were arrested at a crack depth of 40 mm 
by the tough welded material. From the experimental data, 
it was not possible to determine whether the crack first 
extended in the radial or in the circumferential direction. 
The arrested configuration of the crack front is depicted in 
Fig. 2.39, along with the cutting plan for posttest sectioning 
of the test specimen. Inspection of the fracture surface indi
cated that the crack advanced essentially by cleavage. 
However, an exception was a seam of ductile fracture at the 
end of the fatigue crack, which can be interpreted as a 
stretched zone. Further assessments of the NKS-5 experi
ment are given in Ref. 4. 
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Figure 234 Temperature vs time data obtained at three thermocouple locations along Notch A 
in NKS-5 experiment 
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Figure 235 Temperature vs time data obtained at three thermocouple locations along Notch B 
in NKS-5 experiment 
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Figure 236 Measured axial elongation vs time in NKS-5 experiment 
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Figure 237 Measured CMOD vs time recorded at three gage locations (given in Fig. 233) along Notch A in NKS-5 
experiment 
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Figure 238 Measured CMOD vs time recorded at three gage locations (given in Fig. 233) along Notch B in NKS-5 
experiment 
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Figure 239 Arrested configuration of crack front in NKS-5 experiment, along with the cutting plan for posttest 
sectioning of test specimen 
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2.3.2 NKS-6 

Description 
23.2.1 Specimen Geometry 

The purpose of the NKS-6 test was to conduct an experi
mental and numerical investigation of unstable crack 
propagation and arrest in a very low toughness vessel 
material under combined mechanical and thermal loading. 

Specimen 
geometry 

circum
ferential 
crack 

test 
section 

The geometry of the composite NKS-6 specimen is 
depicted in Fig. 2.40. The test specimen contained a 360° 
circumferential flaw on the inner surface having an average 
depth of 37 mm; the flaw was fatigue precracked. As 
indicated in Fig. 2.41, the crack was located in an inner 
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Figure 2.40 Geometry of composite NKS-6 specimen with circumferential crack on inner surface (MPA-Stuttgart, 
Germany) 
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Figure 2.41 Loading and test material data for NKS-6 specimen 
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Description 
ring of heat-treated material based on 17 MoV 84 
(thickness = 100 mm). The latter material was specially 
developed by MPA-Stuttgart to have a Charpy upper-
shelf energy of about 30 J and is referred to as KS 22. The 
specimen also included a shape-welded, high-toughness, 
100-mm-thick, external ring of S3 NiMo 1 similar to that 
used in NKS-5. The remainder of the cylinder was manu
factured from 20 MnMoNi 55 steel, which is similar to 
A 508 Class 3. 

232.2 Material and Fracture Properties 

The chemical composition and heat treatment of the 
KS 22 material used in the NKS-6 specimen are given in 
Table 2.18. Temperature-dependent tensile data for the 
three different materials constituting the specimen are 
given in Table 2.19. True stress-true strain curves for dis
crete temperatures are tabulated in Table 2.20. Physical 
properties of thermal conductivity, heat capacity, density, 
and heat transfer coefficient on the inner surface are sum
marized in Table 2.21. Temperature dependence of the 
thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the KS 22 mate
rial is depicted in Fig. 2.42. Data describing Charpy impact 
energy vs temperature for the KS 22 material in the S-T 
and S-L orientations are given in Fig. 2.43(a) and (b), 
respectively. Fracture toughness data describing Ki c , Kj a , 
Kjd, and Kjas a function of temperature for the KS 22 are 
given in Fig. 2.44. The FATT 50 temperature for the KS 22 
material was given as 250°C. A JR curve generated for the 
KS 22 material at a temperature of 350°C is given in 
Fig. 2.45. 

2323 Instrumentation 

Thermocouples and strain gages were applied on the inter
nal and external surfaces of the specimen at the positions 
given in Fig. 2.46. Also, temperatures through the wall 
thickness were measured with thermocouples inserted into 

boreholes. The CMODs were recorded with clip gages 
positioned at selected points along the crack on the inner 
surface. Locations of the transducers in selected axial 
planes (including the fracture plane) of the specimen are 
shown in Fig. 2.47. 

2.3.2.4 Experimental Results 

Conditions prior to the test included an initial temperature 
of ~300°C, internal pressure of 13 MPa, and an axial load 
of 25 MN. Axial force and internal pressure vs time, as 
well as temperature profiles across the wall thickness of the 
specimen as a function of time, are shown in Fig. 2.41. The 
combination of internal pressure and axial load resulted in 
Kj values just below the scatter band of the Ki c values of 
die KS 22 material in which the crack resided. Subsequent 
to application of the thermal shock, crack propagation was 
achieved in the specimen in two steps with final crack 
arrest occurring at the interface of the tougher welded 
external ring. The measured CMOD vs time data for the 
crack at five gage locations (G3, G5, G6, G7, and G8 in 
Fig. 2.46) are shown in Fig. 2.48. 

Two regions with different fracture modes were visible 
from fractographic examinations. The fracture surface 
immediately adjacent to the fatigue crack indicated pre
dominantly cleavage fracture, which turned into a com
pletely ductile fracture mode. In accordance with measure
ments on the fracture surface and acoustic emission results, 
the first phase included a cleavage crack jump and arrest 
corresponding to Aa = 17 mm. Following a quiet phase of a 
few seconds, crack extension continued with ductile crack 
growth up to the tough welded material (Aa = 41 mm). On 
reaching the weld material, no additional crack extension 
occurred. A time history of the crack extension constructed 
by MPA-Stuttgart is given in Table 2.22. Additional assess
ments of the NKS-6 experiment are described in Ref. 4. 

Table 2.18 Chemical composition and thermal heat treatment 
of KS 22 material used in the NKS-6 specimen 

Chemical composition (%) 

C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni Cu V 

0.16 0.3 0.69 0.004 0.026 0.32 1.01 0.25 0.08 0.31 
Thermal treatment 

Austenize 
Quench 
Temper 

3hatl050°C±10°C 
Water 
7hat610°C,air 
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Table 2.19 Temperature-dependent tensile data for the three different materials 

constituting the NKS-6 specimen 

17 HoV 8 4 

I temperature 

°C 

R 
?0,2 
(HPa) 

R 
m 

(HPa) 

Young's 
modulus 

(HPa) 

Z 

20 | 1092 1165 206900 4.8 6 
100 1044 1120 197400 6.2 9.S 
160 1017 . 1096 196500 8.6 u.s 
250 1004 1086 187400 9.3 19 
280 997 1080 177900 7.3 19 
350 948 1027 171200 8.2 

2 1 

S3 XiHo 1 

temperature 
* 

°C 

R 
p0,2 
(HPa) 

R 
a 

(HPa) 

Young's 
modulus 

(HPa) 

A 
5 

(%) 

Z 

(%) 
20 469 617 | 202400 29.2 70.5 
120 492 559 204000 27 72.5 
ISO 446 j 530 202400 25.7 71 
220 428 534 j 199900 24.0 71.5 
280 434 573 189500 23.4 69.5 
320 427 583 j 192000 31.2 70.5 

20 HnHoNi 5 5 

temperature 

°C 

R 
pQ,2 
(HPa) 

R 
m 

(HPa) 

Young's 
modulus 
(HPa) 

A 
S 
(%) 

Z 

(*) 
20 488 *651 212000 20 64 
160 419 531 200000 20 63 
280 414 612 188400 20 62 
3Z0 | 410 520 184400 ; 26' 60 
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Table 2.20 True stress-true strain curves at discrete temperatures for the three different materials constituting the NKS-6 specimen 
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Description 
Table 2.21 Physical properties of thermal conductivity, heat capacity, density, and 

heat transfer coefficient on the inner surface of NKS-6 specimen 

Thermal expansion coefficient a, 1/K 14.0 x 1(H> 
Densityp.kg/m3 ,, ( 7800 « 
Conductivity X, W/m K 45 
Heat capacity c,kJ/kgK 0.550 

Heat transfer coefficient, h 

Time h 
(s) (W/n^K) 
0 0 

12 1,000 
30 6,000 
90 10,000 

120 18,000 
600 18,000 

Cooling temperature, Ta 

Time 
(s) 
0 

12 
20 
24 
30 
40 
60 

600 

T a 

(°C) 
260 
255 
125 
75 
60 
40 
25 
25 
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2.42 Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity and heat capacity of NKS-6 base material 
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Figure 2.43 Charpy impact energy vs temperature for NKS-6 base material in S-T and S-L orientations 
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EFG 96-6533 
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Figure 2.47 Measurement positions in selected axial planes of specimen NKS-6 (Dl = longitudinal strain, Du: 
circumferential strain, T = temperature, and G = CMOD) 
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Figure 2.48 Measured CMOD vs time data at five gage locations (G3, G5, G6, G7, and G8 in Fig. 2.59) in NKS-6 
experiment 
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Description 
2.4 Clad Beam Experiments (DD2 and 

DSR3) 
An experimental program is under way at EdF to provide 
data for evaluating different methods of fracture analysis 
used in RPV integrity assessments^5 Experimental results 
are being compared with analysis predictions to validate 
different methods of fracture analysis and to evaluate their 
conservatism. Also, the effects of stainless steel cladding 
are being examined. The focus of these studies is a series of 
clad beams containing underclad cracks tested in four-point 
bending. The tests were performed at low temperatures 
(-170°C) to simulate severe radiation embrittlement and to 
investigate the effects of cladding on cleavage fracture in 
the base material. Test conditions were representative of 
near EOL for the base metal. 

2.4.1 Specimen Geometry 

The geometry of the four-point bend-bar specimen contain
ing an underclad crack is shown schematically in Fig. 2.49. 

EFG 95-6535 

Figure 2.49 Clad bend-bar specimens, DD2 and DSR3, containing shallow semielliptical underclad cracks (EdF, 
France) 
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Table 2.22 Time history of crack 
extension in NKS-6 experiment 

Initial crack depth: a = 37 mm 
At time t = 35 s: crack jump to 54 mm, 
17-s standstill > 
At time t = 52 s: continuous crack growth 

52s-»a=54mm 
54s-»a=58mm 
56s-»a=62mm 
58 s-»a=66 mm 
60s-»a=70mm 
62s-»a=74mm 
64s-»a = 78mm 
66 s-»a = 82 mm 
68s-»a=86mm 
70s-»a=89mm 
72s-»a=91mm 
74s-»a=93mm 
76s-»a=95mm 



Description 
A schematic diagram of the test frame used to apply a four-
point bending load to the specimen is given in Fig. 2.50. 
The central part of each beam is A 508 class 3 steel 
(forging produced from a hollow ingot). The fabricated 
specimens have dimensions of -120 x 145 x 1780 mm, 
with cladding on the top surface produced by an automatic 
submerged-arc welding process. Specimen DD2 has a 
6.0-mm layer of cladding, while the cladding thickness in 
specimen DSR3 is 4.5 mm. The cladding is applied in two 
layers, die first of which is 309L stainless steel followed by 
a second layer of 308L. After die cladding process, a stress 
relief heat treatment was applied at 600°C for 8 h. The 
beams contain a small underclad crack (approximately 
semielliptical) with depth of 13 mm and length of 40 mm 
for DSR3 and a depth of 4.5 mm and length of 48 mm for 
DD2. Cracks on both specimens were generated by fatigue 
precracktng. 

2.4.2 Material Properties 

Material characterization of the stainless steel cladding and 
the base metal included chemical analyses, Charpy impact 

tests, tensile tests, crack growth resistance, and fracture 
toughness. The chemical composition of die base metal 
is given in Table 2.23. Tensile properties for the cladding 
and base metal at die test temperature of-170°C are 
provided in Table 2.24. Also, the stress-plastic strain data 
for die base metal and die cladding at -170°C are given in 
Fig. 2.51 and in Table 2.25. The RTNDT of me base metal 
was determined to be -40°C. The fracture toughness Kfc of 
die base metal determined as a function of temperature 
from tests of CT25 specimens (a/W = 0.55, tiuckness of 
25 mm) is depicted in Fig. 2.52. 

2.43 Instrumentation 

Data collected during die tests are load, load-line dis
placement (LLD), strains, and temperatures. Strains are 
measured with strain gages placed on the clad surface and 
on die opposite surface of die beam. Locations of strain 
gages on die DSR3 specimen are shown in Fig. 2.53. Tem
peratures are measured witii tiiermocouples placed on die 
surface and inside die specimen. 

ORNL-DWG 95-2995 ETD 

5000-kN RAM 
TEST MACHINE 

Figure 2.50 Schematic of test frame used by EdF in four-point bending fracture experiments 

Table 2.23 Chemical composition of base metal in DD2/DSR3 clad beam specimens 

Chemical composition (%) 
C S P Mn Si Ni Cr Mo V Cu Co Al 

RCCM specification <0.22 £0.008 <0.008 0.15 
1.60 

0.10 
0.30 

0.50 £0.25 
0.80 

0.43 
0.57 

<0.01 <0.08 <0.03 <0.04 

Inner surface 0.14 0.004 0.006 1.31 0.19 0.72 0.17 0.51 <0.01 0.07 <0.01 0.015 
1/4 thickness 0.18 0.004 0.006 1.32 0.19 0.73 0.17 0.51 <0.01 0.07 <0.01 0.016 
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Table 2.24 Tensile properties of cladding and base material 

Engineering and true stress-strain tensile 
dataatT = -170°C 

E-Modulus,MPa 
Base metal 
Cladding 
Rp0.2,MPa 
Base metal 
Cladding 
Poisson's ratio 

210,000 
160,000 

768 
347 

v = 0.3 

STRESS (MPA) 
1200 

BASE METAL A508 C13 
• y i e l d s t r e n g t h : 768 MPa 

young modulus : 210000 MPa 
1000-

800-

600-

400-

200 

EFG 96-6536 

0.0 

STAINLESS STEEL CLADDING 
yield strength : 347 MPa 
young modulus : 160000 MPa 

TEMPERATURE : -170°C 
—r— 
0.1 0.2 

PLASTIC STRAIN 

Figure 2.51 Stress-plastic strain curves (base metal and stainless-steel cladding) used in analyses of clad beam 
experiments 
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Table 2.25 Stress and plastic strain data for base metal and cladding in 

DD2/DSR3 material at -170°C 

Base metal Cladding 
Stress Plastic Stress Plastic 
(MPa) strain (MPa) strain 

768 0 347 0 
779 0.0019 370 0.00069 
787 0.0038 390 0.00156 
811 0.0057 410 0.00344 
,823 0.0106 430 0.00531 
832 . 0.0154 443 0.00723 
847 0.0251 462 0.00901 
865 0.0347 477 0.01090 
881 0.0442 490 0.01280 
896 0.0536 500 0.01470 
915 0.0628 510 0.0166 
932 0.0721 557 0.0261 
947 0.0812 581 0.0356 
963 0.0902 598 0.0451 

615 0.0545 
632 0.0637 
646 0.0730 
659 0.0821 
673 0.0911 
687 0.1000 

EFG 96-6537 

I i I i I ' ' i i i I ' • i i I 
-190 -170 -150 -100' -50 

TEMPERATURE (°C) 

Figure 2.52 Fracture toughness vs temperature curves determined from CT25 specimens of base metal in clad beam 
experiments(RTiwT = -40°C) 
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EFG 96-6538 

145 mm CLADDED 
SURFACE 

145 mm OPPOSITE 
SURFACE 

Figure 2.53 Locations of strain gages on clad beam specimen DSR3 

2.4.4 Experimental Results 

The objective of the tests is to obtain crack instability in the 
base metal by cleavage fracture under conditions that are 
potentially influenced by the presence of cladding. With 
this aim, the tests are performed at very low temperature, 
about-170°C. Before the mechanical test, the beam is 
cooled with liquid nitrogen such that the temperature is 
uniform inside the specimen after the cooling. The beam is 
insulated to avoid significant reheating during the fracture 
test. The specimens are then loaded in four-point bending 
with a 1450-mm major span and 450-mm minor span (see 
Fig. 2.50). 

In the DSR3 test, the load on the beam at fracture was 
reported to be 695 kN. The cleavage fracture initiated in 
the ferritic base material with no crack arrest. The tempera

ture at the crack tip at the time of fracture was between 
-165 and -170°C. In the DD2 test, the beam fractured at 
a load of 890 kN with no crack arrest Measured loads vs 
LLD for the two tests are given in Fig. 254. Measured 
loads vs axial strain at three strain-gage locations for beams 
DSR3 and DD2 are depicted in Figs. 2.55 and 2.56, 
respectively. 

Schematics of the fracture surfaces for DSR3 and DD2 are 
shown in Figs. 2.57 and 258, respectively. Measured 
coordinates of discrete points on the initial fatigue crack 
front are given in these figures for each beam specimen. 
Photographs of the corresponding fracture surfaces are 
given in Figs. 2.59 and 2.60. The point of cleavage initia
tion was located about 1.5 to 2 mm from the clad/base 
interface in DD2; the corresponding location in DSR3 was 
about 2.5 mm from the interface. 
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Loading 
EFG96-6S39 

Material characterization 

4-point-bending 
temperature: -170°C 

900 

base material 
(A508C13) 

cladding 

yield stress 
Rpo,2 [MPa] 768 347 

RT N D T t°C] -40 ? 

0 2 4 6 8 10 
load line displacement [mm] 

Figure 2.54 Loading and test material data for clad beam experiments DD2 and DSR3 
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Figure 2.55 Measured load vs strain data (normalized to zero load) for clad beam experiment DSR3 
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Figure 2.56 Measured load vs strain data (normalized to zero load) for clad beam experiment DD2 
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Figure 2.57 Schematic of posttest fracture surface from DSR3 clad beam specimen 
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el 

EFG 96-6541 

49 mm 48 mm 

llsss: 
M I X 
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145 mm 

Revetement (cladding) 
Critical load: 890 kN 
(Cleavage fracture) 
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Figure 2.58 Schematic of posttest fracture surface from DD2 clad beam specimen 

Figure 2.59 Photograph of posttest fracture surface from DSR3 clad beam specimen 
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Figure 2.60 Photograph of posttest fracture surface from DD2 clad beam specimen 

2.5 Cruciform Beam Experiment 
(BB-4) 

A testing program6 to examine the influence of biaxial 
loads on the fracture toughness of shallow-flaw specimens 
under conditions prototypic of an RPV was begun within 
the Heavy-Section Steel Technology (HSST) Program at 
ORNL. A typical biaxial stress field produced by PTS 
transient loading is shown in Fig. 2.61, together with a 
constant-depth shallow surface flaw. One of the principal 
stresses is seen to be aligned parallel to the crack front 
There is no counterpart of this far-field out-of-plane stress 
in conventional uniaxial shallow-flaw fracture toughness 
test specimens. The far-field out-of-plane stress has the 
potential to increase stress triaxiality (constraint) at the 
crack tip and thereby reduce some of the fracture toughness 
elevation associated with shallow flaws. 

A cruciform test specimen was developed at ORNL to 
investigate the effects of biaxial loading on the shallow-
flaw fracture toughness of pressure vessel steels. Concep
tual features of the specimen are shown in Fig. 2.62. The 
specimen design is capable of reproducing a linear approxi
mation of the nonlinear biaxial stress distribution shown in 
Fig. 2.61. The cruciform test specimen design, coupled 
with a statically determinate load reaction system, permits 
the specimen to be loaded in either uniaxial or biaxial con
figurations. Tests of nominally identical specimens can 
thus be performed with the level of stress biaxiality as the 
only test variable. 

Five cruciform bend specimens (i.e., BB-1 through -5) 
were tested in the initial development phase of the HSST 
biaxial testing program. The BB-4 specimen test was 
selected as a reference experiment for FALSIRE n. 

2.5.1 Cruciform Bend Specimen 

The specimen depicted in Fig. 2.62 has a cruciform-shaped 
geometry with a cross section of dimensions 9.1 by 
10.2 cm (3.6 by 4.0 in.) and a straight through-crack of uni
form depth 1.02 cm (0.4 in.) in the test section. The total 
length of this specimen in the longitudinal or transverse 
direction, including the test section and the loading arms, is 
61 cm (26 in.). Three slots are machined into each arm to 
minimize diffusion of the load around the test section con
taining the through-crack. The crack is cut between two 
opposite central load-diffusion control slots to produce a 
two-dimensional (2-D) shallow crack with no singularity 
on the surface. Figure 2.62 shows the profile of the crack 
and the intersection of the crack with the central slots. 

The test section of the specimen is fabricated from A 533 
grade B class 1 steel plate previously employed in the 
HSST wide-plate and shallow-crack testing programs. The 
specimen is notched and precracked after the two longitu
dinal arms are electron-beam (EB) welded to the test 
section. EB welding is employed to ensure minimal distor
tion in the specimen and a relatively small heat-affected 
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ORNL-DWG 91M-3466 ETD 

CLAD INNER 
SURFACE 

Figure 2.61 Schematic representation of biaxial far-field stresses in RFV wall during PTS transient with one 
component aligned parallel to front of longitudinal crack 

EFG9&6542 
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All 
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112 surface crack 

Figure 2.62 Cruciform bend specimen used in BB-4 biaxial loading experiment (ORNL, U.S.A.) 
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zone. Following precracking, a maduning operation is 
performed to remove an embrittled layer of material 
[thickness -0.38 mm (IS mils)] at the root of each central 
load-diffusion control slot where it intersects the crack. The 
embrittled layers are introduced into the specimen by an 
electrodischarge machining process used to cut the slots; 
then the transverse arms are EB welded to the specimen. 

A special reaction system has been constructed for apply
ing bending loads to the arms of the specimen in a statically 
determinant manner. Figure 2.63 schematically depicts the 

loading configurations for two biaxial loading ratios (0.5:1 
and 1:1, herein abbreviated as transverse/ longitudinal load) 
and for the uniaxial case. Loading is applied at midspan to 
the specimen using a square, flat seat having rounded edges 
and the same planar dimensions as the test section. The 
load applied to the base of the specimen is reacted by 
means of one fixed support and three matched hydraulic 
cylinders (see Fig. 2.64). The test section bends into two 
orthogonal surfaces that contact the seat along the outer 
edges, resulting in eight-point bending (or four-point 
bending for the uniaxial case). 

ORNL-DWG 93-2576 ETC 

P/4 P/4 

Longitudinal ^ ^ 
V4 \ / PA 

« Transverse 4 ^ " V ^ J r 

(a) Biaxial 1:1 Load 

3P/4 

(b) Biaxial 0.5:1 Load 

P/2 

(c) Uniaxial 0:1 Load 

Figure 2.63 Schematic of biaxial and uniaxial bending loads applied to cruciform bend specimen 
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Figure 2.64 Schematic of biaxial loading fixture showing interface of load points with cruciform bend specimen 
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2.5.2 Material Characterization 

The test section material for the initial series of five cruci
form specimens was taken from the HSST WP-CE plate of 
A 533 grade B steel.6 Initially, the material properties used 
for the finite-element analysis were based on pretest esti
mates for Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and yield 
stress. The hardening portion of the initial stress-strain 
curve was based on material characterization data6 of 
HSST Plate 13 A. For posttest analyses of the cruciform 
beams, the yield stress of the material was reduced by 
-10% from its initial value based on previous shallow-
crack experience and the pretest analysis results. The hard
ening portion of the stress-strain curve was kept consistent 
with previous estimates of the hardening of the material 
The initial and adjusted stress-strain curves are shown in 
Fig. 2.65. Additional modifications included reduction of 
Poisson's ratio to 0.25 from the previously assumed value 
of 0.3, which is the typical value used for steel However, 
for body centered steels such as A 533 B steel a value of 
0.25 for Poisson's ratio may be more appropriate. The 
value of Young's modulus was not altered for the posttest 

analysis. For completeness, the tensile properties for the 
WP-CE material are included in Table 2.26. 

Drop-weight and CVN characterization tests were per
formed on material machined from a section that was 
flame-cut from the broken halves of a WP-CE wide-plate 
specimen.6 The test specimen layout for these characteriza
tion studies is shown in Fig. 2.66. Because some of the 
wide-plate test section material originated from the near 
surface of the plate stock, tests were performed for each of 
four layers through the plate thickness to investigate poten
tial variations in properties. The results of CVN impact 
testing in the L-T orientation are given as regression-fit 
hyperbolic tangent curves in Fig. 2.67. The hyperbolic 
tangent curve fits for the four layers are compared in 
Fig. 2.67(a). An average curve derived by fitting the hyper
bolic tangent curve to all the CVN test data in the L-T ori
entation is shown in Fig. 2.67(6). The corresponding 
results of the CVN impact tests in the T-L orientation are 
given in Fig. 2.68. The RTNDT for the material was deter
mined from drop-weight and CVN impact test data to be 
-35°C and was governed by the drop-weight NDT 
temperature. 

700 
EFG9&6K3 

: A533B 
- T = -45C 

•100 
-0.02 0.06 0.08 0.1 0 0.02 0.04 

Strain 

Figure 2.65 Pretest and posttest stress-strain curves used in analysis of BB-4 experiment 
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Description 
Table 2.26 Room- and elevated-temperature tensile properties of SA 533 grade B class 1 material 

used in BB-4 specimen 

Location 
(0 

Specimen 
code 

Test 
temperature 

(°Q 

Strength 
Elongation 

(%) 
Block, 
No. 

Location 
(0 

Specimen 
code 

Test 
temperature 

(°Q 

Yield. 
(MPa) 

Ultimate 
(MPa) 

Elongation 
(%) 

Reduction 
(%) 

6 
6 

. 1/4 
3/4 

253 
256 

RT 
RT 

399 
390 

561 
553 

29 
32 

69 
74 

6 
6 

3/4 
3/4 

251 
252 

66 
66 

423 
401 

552 
530 

29 
29 

71 
72 

6 
6 

1/4 
3/4 

254 
255 

93 
93 

404 
421 

538 
546 

29 
31 

70 
70 

6 
6 

1/4 
1/4 

257 
25A 

121 
121 

395 
390 

521 
517 

29 
29 

73 
65 

10 
10 

3/4 
1/4 

2K6 
2KD 

RT 
RT 

400 
394 

554 
555 

27 
30 

67 
71 

10 
10 

1/4 
3/4 

2K7 
2KC 

49 
49 

382 
395 

533 
542 

28 
29 

73 
72 

10 
10 

1/4 
3/4 

2KE 
2KB 

66 
. 66 

410 
422 

558 
555 

28 
26 

70 
68 

Source: Rom EPRI NP-5121SP (No. 130), Test and Analyses of Crack Arrest in Reactor Vessel Materials, Appendix G, "Material Characterization." 
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Figure 2.66 Drop-weight and CVN test specimen layout for characterization studies of BB-4 test material 
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Figure 2.67 CVN impact energy (L-T orientation) vs temperature for (a) four layers of cruciform specimen 
characterization material and (b) average regression curve fit for all data 
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Figure 2.68 CVN impact energy (T-L orientation) vs temperature for (a) four layers of cruciform specimen 
characterization material and (b) average regression curve fit for all data 
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2.5.3 Instrumentation 

Each specimen was instrumented with a collection of strain 
gages, potentiometers, clip gages, and thermocouples to 
provide assurance of correct loading, to measure the test 
temperature, and to collect data from which toughness 
could be determined. Strain gages were installed at various 
locations on the arms and test section of the specimens. 
The purpose of these gages was to monitor the biaxial load 
ratio applied to the cruciform specimen and to investigate 
the uniformity of the strains in the test section of the speci
men. Six strain gage rosettes were installed in the test 
section, either along the specimen centerline or symmetri
cally about the centerline. The strains in the test section of 
each test indicate symmetric pure bending along the center-
line of the specimen. In addition, the gages located on 
either side of the centerline indicate that tbe test section 
maintains a relatively uniform strain field. Strain gages 
applied at the same relative location in the specimen arms 
were also used to confirm the biaxial load ratio for each 
biaxial test. 

The basic temperature control system consists of four pools 
of LN2 to cool the beam and a collection of eight thermo
couples to monitor the test section temperature. The pools 
of LN2 are located on each beam arm about 89 mm from 
the center of the crack plane. LN2 is fed into the pools 
either by direct pouring or through tubes. The pools of LN2 
extend across most of the beam arm widths and are roughly 
square-shaped. This ensures consistent and symmetric con
ductive cooling. The location of the thermocouples was 
selected to monitor the temperature of the center of the 
crack plane as accurately as possible without drilling into 
the test section itself. The distances from the thermocouples 
to the LN2 pools are such that a consistent temperature 
profile from the eight thermocouples would provide 
reasonable assurance of an isothermal condition 
at the crack plane at the temperature indicated by the 
thermocouples. 

Four clip gages were mounted directly on the mouth of the 
crack for each test specimen to provide CMOD data. The 
clip gages were located at tbe specimen centerline, 19 mm 
north and south of the centerline, and 38 mm south of the 
centerline. For each test, general agreement between the 
"north, south, and middle" clip gages was found, indicating 
symmetric loading of the specimen and a relatively con
stant CMOD profile across the central 40 mm of the crack. 
The "far south" CMOD is -25% less than the middle 
CMOD as expected, based on pretest analysis. Future ref
erences to CMOD refer to tbe middle CMOD. 

Description 
Potentiometers were used to measure the displacement of 
the arms relative to the test section for each test The TIP 
is taken as the average of the displacements of tbe two 
longitudinal arms (i.e., tbe east and west arms). The north 
and south potentiometers record the deflection of the arms 
parallel to the crick plane; it is not expected to be the same 
as the LLD. In all cases, close agreement was mdicated 
between the east vs west arms and the north vs south arms, 
revealing symmetric loading. 

2.5.4 Test Matrix 

Tbe HSST Program assigned^ totaTof five cruciform 
specimens to tbe development phase of the biaxial testing 
program. These "development" specimens were used to 
evaluate the performance of the test specimen, test fixture, 
and procedures and to develop a test specimen geometry 
suitable for the generation of biaxial fracture toughness 
data. All biaxially loaded cruciform specimens tested in 
this phase of the program were tested with a transverse-to-
longitudinal load ratio of 0.6:1, as indicated in the summary 
of the test matrix shown in Table 2.27. The uniaxially 
loaded cruciform specimen allows comparison with previ
ous uniaxial shallow-crack specimens under identical test 
conditions (crack depth, temperature, etc.). Testing cruci
form specimens in both uniaxial and biaxial loading con
figurations allows toughness values to be measured with 
only one test condition changed, namely, the out-of-plane 
loading. 

Table 2.27 Test matrix for development phase 
of biaxial testing program 

Specimen 
No. 

Test section 
configuration 
(see Fig. 2.69) 

Load 
ratio 

BB-1 b 0.6:1 
BB-2 c (hi 
BB-3 c 0.6:1 
BB-4 d 0.6:1 
BB-5 d 0.6:1 

2.5.5 Experimental Results 

One of tbe criteria for a satisfactory specimen design is that 
the crack-driving forces be relatively constant with no sig
nificant edge effects. The primary concern is the stress 
concentration at the intersection of the crack and the two 
central load-diffusion control slots. To satisfy this require
ment, the specimen must generate data in which the 
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Description 
initiation is not predisposed to occur at the intersection of 
the crack and the load-diffusion control slots. Four slot 
configurations were examined in the testing program (see 
Fig. 2.69). The slot configuration (c) produced an accept
able result under uniaxial loading (BB-2) but not under 
biaxial loading (BB-3). Only specimen BB-3 initiated 
directly in the comer of the crack and slot This test result 
may include stress concentration effects due to the slot-
crack interaction and, therefore, was not included in the 
interpretation of the results. Biaxial loading may or may 
not be responsible for shifting the initiation location to the 
comer. Specimen configuration (d) was developed and 

used to ensure that the crack initiation would take place 
away from the comer of the crack and slot Both specimens 
BB-4 and -5, which used configuration (d), were tested 
under biaxial loading, and the cracks initiated well away 
from the comer. These specimens confirm specimen con
figuration (d) as being satisfactory for the generation of 
uniaxial and biaxial fracture toughness data. 

The P vs LLD curve from the BB-4 biaxially loaded 
test specimen is given in Fig. 2.70. The P vs LLD and P vs 
CMOD curves for all five beam tests are compared in 

ORNl-OWQ 93-Z723 ETD 

mm 
Shallow Through-Crack^ 

==? Outer Slot 
I 
\ Center Slot 
f 

'. Outer Slot 

Figure 2.69 Slot configurations used in cruciform bend specimens: (a) BB-2 (tested under uniaxial loading) and 
(b) BB-4 and -5 (tested under 0.6 biaxial loading ratio) 
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Material characterization 
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Figure 2.70 Loading and test material data for BB-4 specimen 
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Description 

Figs. 2.71 and 2.72, respectively. The conditions of each 
specimen at failure, test temperature, and specimen 
geometry are tabulated in Table 2.28. Also included in 
Table 2.28 are the plastic components of area under each 

1000 

P vs LLD curve (defined as Up]) and P vs CMOD curve 
(defined as Api). Table 228 also lists the estimated tough
ness values for the tests, along with the parameters used to 
estimate the toughness. Load indicated in Figs. 2.70-2.72 

EFG 96-6545 
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Figure 2.71 Load vs LLD response for cruciform bend specimen tests BB-1 through BB-5 
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Figure 2.72 Load vs CMOD response for cruciform bend specimen tests BB-1 through BB-5 
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Table 2.28 Summary of results of the development phase of the biaxial testing program 

BB-1 BB-2 BB-3 BB-4 BB-5 Average SENB data 
(for comparison) 

Load ratio 0.6:1 0:1 0.6:1 0.6:1 0.6:1 
Geometry 

B, mm 102 111 112 111 111 101 
W,mm 91 91 91 91 91 102 
a, mm 11.1 10.6 8.8 10.1 10.0 10.7 

Temperature, °C ^ 5 -41 -47 -M -M - 2 3 a 

Failure conditions b 
P,kN 784 784 818 751 763 
LLD, mm 4.20 8.51 5.10 5.08 4.06 
CMOD, mm 0.47 0.82 0.47 0.51 0.65 
Upi, kN-mm 958 4110 1523 1501 1163 
Api, kN-mm 168 455 181 206 329 

ti-factors b 

•4 0.195 0.117 0.189 0.190 1.15 

V 3.53 2.76 3.55 3.61 3.48 

Fracture toughness 
Elastic component 

Jel, kN/m 66.7 67.4 

b 

72.6 612 67 
Ki.MPaVm 120 120 125 115 122 

PvsCMOD 
Jpl, kN/m 73.3 141 71.8 82.8 125 
TotalJ.kNfo 140 209 144 144 192 
Kjc MPa-y/m 175 214 178 178 206 

PvsLLD 
Jpl 23.1 54.1 32.1 31.7 145 
Total J 89.7 122 105 92.9 212 
K j c 

140 163 151 143 216 

^ R T N D T for this material is -15CC, so T - RTjJDxfor these tests is the same. 
"Not reported due to initiation in the comer. 

or Table 2.28 refers to the longitudinal load that is the total 
load (as measured by the load cell) divided by 1.6 for the 
biaxial tests. The results indicated in Figs. 2.71 and 2.72 
and Table 2.28 reveal consistent, repeatable mechanical 
responses for the five tests. The data depicted for BB-4 and 
-5 indicate the scatter band in results for two tests that were 
designed to have essentially the same test conditions. 

The test results indicate that the critical load for each speci
men was similar but that in the uniaxial test (BB-2) the 
specimen was able to withstand substantially more (-60%) 
deflection (LLD or CMOD) than in the biaxial tests (BB-1, 
-4, and -5). In addition, the "work" at the crack tip as 
defined by either U pi or A pi in the three biaxial tests was 
about one-third of the corresponding uniaxial value of Upi 
or Api. Furthermore, the critical displacements (LLD or 

CMOD) and work performed (Upi or Api) were consistent 
for the three interpretable biaxial test results. These results 
indicate a pronounced reduction in the ductility of the 
material (as measured by critical displacement or work) 
due to biaxial loading. 

The P vs CMOD response is more sensitive than the P vs 
LLD response to changes in the loading or specimen con
figurations because the clip gages are so close to the crack 
tip in shallow-crack specimens. The initial compliance 
(P vs CMOD) data for the five tests shown in Fig. 2.72 
indicate that specimens BB-2 and -3 are stiffer than the 
other three specimens. This trend is expected because 
specimens BB-2 and -3 did not have the outboard load-
diffusion control slots cut into the test section by 8.9 mm 
(0.35 in.) as did the remaining specimens. Figure 2.72 also 
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indicates that specimen BB-3 is somewhat stiffer than 
BB-2 once yielding begins at the crack tip. Note that no 
influence of biaxial loading was evident in the linear-
elastic portion of either the P vs LLP response or P vs 
CMOD response. 

For the cruciform specimen design to be successful in this 
biaxial testing program, the specimen must yield uniaxial 
results that are similar to previous shallow-crack beam 
testing. Comparison of measured responses in BB-2 
(uniaxial) and shallow-crack beams indicates consistent 
load vs CMOD behavior. As expected, the cruciform 
specimen is stiffer than the beams due to the addition of 
the transverse arms. 

Description 

2.5.6 Fractographic Examinations 

A fractographic examination was conducted on the speci
mens to examine the fracture modes, cleavage origins, and 
other characteristic surface features. The examination 
included optical and scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
observations as well as measurements of key parameters. A 
traveling microscope was used to estimate the extent of 
precleavage ductile tearing across the crack front Samples 
were cut, and areas around the suspected cleavage origins 
were examined in detail in a SEM. Figure 2.73 depicts the 
fracture surface for the cruciform specimen BB-4 with the 
fracture initiation site indicated by the river patterns. Post-
test examination of the BB-4 fracture surface revealed the 
fracture initiation site to be 18 mm from the north edge of 
the specimen, well within the flaw region to yield valid 
toughness results. 
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Figure 2.73 Fracture surface of shallow-flaw cruciform specimen BB-4 with fracture initiation site indicated 
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3 Comparative Assessments and Discussion of the Analysis Results 

In this chapter, the results of finite-element and estimation 
scheme analyses provided by the participants in the 
FALSIRE II project are discussed. The distribution of the 
analyses of the reference experiments performed by the 
participating organizations and discussed at the workshop 
in Atlanta during November 1994 is given in Table 3.1. 
Pertinent information concerning each of the analyses that 
were submitted to the OC is summarized in Tables 32 
through 3.12. Where appropriate, summary tables are 
included for both thermal and structural analyses of the 
experiments. Information provided in the tables includes 
the identity of the computer program employed in the anal
ysis, features of the finite-element models (i.e., spatial 
dimensions, number of nodes and elements, etc.), as well as 
essential characteristics of the solution schemes, the mate
rial models, the stress-strain approximations, and the frac
ture methodologies used to predict crack behavior. Analy
ses provided by organizations participating in FALSIRE II 
are identified in the summary tables and comparative plots 
by an alphanumeric code to preserve the public anonymity 
of the contributors. 

For each reference experiment, the OC prepared a list of 
SRs that were distributed to participating analysts. The 
SRs, which are comprised of a set of quantities that charac
terize the structural behavior of the test specimens and the 

fracture behavior of the cracks, are given in the appendix of 
this report Prior to the Atlanta workshop, participants pro
vided the OC with analytical results for the parameters 
included in the SRs, which the OC then used to develop 
comparative assessments of the analyses. A computerized 
data base of the results of these comparisons has been 
established, and a selection of the available plots is given in 
this chapter. The discussion below focuses on the 
comparative plots generated from this data base and on rea
sons for discrepancies among the various analyses of the 
reference experiments. 

Note that most of the FALSIRE n analyses were performed 
by participating analysts who worked under imposed 
constraints of limited time and financial resources. Conse
quently, parametric studies were carried out only to a very 
limited extent, and in certain cases, discrepancies arising 
from comparisons of measured data and calculated results 
were not completely resolved. 

3.1 Fourth Spinning Cylinder Test 
(SC-4) 

Features of the FALSIRE n thermal analyses of the SC-4 
experiment are given in Table 3.2. Measured and computed 

Table 3.1 Distribution of analyses of FALSIRE II reference experiments among participating organizations 

NKS-5 
(8) 

MPA CEA VTT BARC Kurchatov Framatome IPS Siemens 

NKS-6 
(6) 

MPA BARC NE PSI Kurchatov GRS 

PTSI/6 
(4) 

VTT Uni. 
Tokyo 

Kurchatov .BARC 

SCIV 
(9) 

AEA ECS GRS EDF IWM ANPA/ 
Univ. Pisa 

IPS PSI Univ. Maryland 

BB-4 
(6) 

ORNL Onsala 
Inq. 

GRS AEA Kurchatov NE 

DD2 
DSR3 
(12) 

EDF ORNL 
n 

CEA FMC 
n 

Kurchatov 
n 

IWM 
n 

Prometey 

£45 (current status, May 15,1995) 
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Table 3.2 FALSIRE II: test SC-4, temperature analysis 

n 
o 
3 I 
CD 

Plot-Code Analysis FE-Code Model- Elements Number Degrees of Integration Equilibrium Material Additional 
dimension of nodes freedom scheme iteration method properties information 

A_3 FE ADINA-T 2D 3*3 Cholesky conjungate prob.state. 
gradient method 

A_ll FE ABAQUS 2Daxisym. 480 
8-noded 

1595 1595 2*2 Newton prob.state. 

A_12 FE ADINA-T 2Daxisym. 600 
8-noded 

1901 1901 3*3 Full Newton prob.state. discrepancy in 
assumption for HTC 

A_13 FE ASTER 3D 7329 7329 temperature 
independent 

at inner surface 
measured data used, 
no results sent 

A_15 FE MF 2D axisym. 13 68 
8-noded quads 

136 2*2 reduced Full Newton prob.state. 

A_19 FE SAFE-2D 2D axisym. 895 
Triangle 

prob.state. discrepancy in 
assumption for 
HTC (lower values) 



Table 3.3 FALSIRE II: test SC-4, structure analysis 

Plot-Code FE-Code Model- Number material model Stress - Strain fracture mechanics 
dimension of nodes approximation 

additional information 

A_3 ADINA 3D 

A_ll ABAQUS 3D 

A_12 ADINA 3D 

A_13 ASTER 3D 

A_14 ABAQUS 3D 

A_15 TAKT 3D 

A_7 - *) 

18736 thermo-elastic-
plastic 

11037 thermo-elastic-
plastic 

multilinear J-integral (VCE), constraint 
parameters evaluated 

true, multilinear J-integral (domain integral method); 
T-stress, Q-stress evaluated 

6692 elastic-plastic multilinear J-integral (VCE) 

7329 elastic-plastic multilinear 

5780 elastic-plastic multilinear 

4390/4492 thermo-elastic-
plastic 

elastic-plastic 

multilinear 

larger alpha-values due to 
transformation to reference 
temperature 305°C 

G energy release rate with theta-
method 

J-integral (domain integral method) thermal shock based on measured 
temperatures 

J-integral (equivalent domain integral rotation not accounted 
method) 

SIF based on weight functions 

A_8 SIF based on weight functions stresses/strains/temperature: results 
of A_llused 

A_19 - *̂  2D axisym. elastic-plastic 

*) Estimation scheme (ES) 

KI-SIF based on weight functions 
with stresses for body without crack 

2 
I 
I 



Table 3.4 FALSIRE II: test PTS-I/6, temperature analysis 

Plot-Code Analysis FE-Code Model- Elements Number Degrees of Integration Equilibrium Material Additional 
dimension of nodes freedom scheme iteration method properties information 

9 
I 
i 

CD 

A_l FE ADINA-T 2D-axisym. 1692 
8-noded 

5387 5387 Euler backward 
integration 

prob.state. 

A_9 FE WELTEM 2D-axisym. 1020 
4-noded 

1125 1125 Full 2*2 Crank Nicolson prob.state. 
(lin. Interpol.) 

A_16 FE CORPUSJD 2D-axisym. 2*2*2 Method of initial prob.state. 
stresses 

A_18 FE MARC 2D-axisym. 2768 8767 8767 
8-noded biquad. 

prob.state. 

Table 3.5 FALSIRE II: test PTS-I/6, structure analysis 

Plot-Code FE-Code Model- Number material model Stress - Strain fracture mechanics 
dimension of nodes approximation 

A_l ADINA 3D 

A_9 ABAQUS 3D 

5737 thermo-elastic- multilinear 
plastic 

5973 thermo-elastic 

J-integral 

stress intensity factor 

additional information 

crack arrest analysis available 

crack arrest analysis available 

A_16 CORPUS-D 3D 4986 thermo-elastic- bilinear 
plastic 

J-integral, equivalent domain integral 
method 

A_18 MARC 3D 21806 elastic-plastic 



Table 3.6 FALSIRE II: test NKS-5, temperature analysis 

Plot-Code Analysis FE-Code Model- Elements 
dimension 

Number Degrees of Integration Equilibrium Material Additional 
of nodes freedom scheme iteration method properties information 

A_l FE ADINA-T 2Daxisym. 50 
8-noded 

253 253 Euler backward Modified Newton prob.state. 
integration 

A_5 FE CASTEM2000 2D axisym. 52 
4-noded 

106 106 prob.state. HTC slightly 
different 

A_6 FE SYSTUS 2D axisym. 31 62 62 
linear-4-noded 

prob.state. 

A_9 FE 

A_16 FE 

ABAQUS 3D 1196 
20-noded 

CORPUS-D 3D 338 
8-noded 

5939 5939 2*2*2 

558 2*2*2 Method of initial 
stresses 

prob.state. 

prob.state. 

A_19 FE SAFE-2D 2D axisym. 895 
triangle 

prob.state. 

A_21 FE ADINA-T 2D 630 1410 - 3*3 - prob.state. 



Table 3.7 FALSIRE II: test NKS-5, structure analysis 

i 
I* 

Plot-Code FE-Code Model-
dimension 

Number 
of nodes 

material model Stress - Strain 
approximation 

fracture mechanics additional information 

A_l ADINA 3D 5395 thermo-elastic-
plastic 

base:multilinear 
wcld:bilinear 

; J-integral, stress intensity factor component from pressure added to 
axial force 

A_4 ABAQUS 3D 7605 thermo-linear-
elastic 

- J-integral (VCE-method) nodal temperatures based on 
measurement 

A_5 CASTEM2000 3D 16234 thermo-linear-
elastic 

- energy release rate with thermal 
strains and pressure forces, stress 
intensity factor 

pressure 30 MPa, axial force 
100MN 

A_6 SYSTUS 3D 8054 thermo-linear-
elastic 

*• energy release rate with thermal 
strains and pressure forces 

pressure 30 MPa, axial force 
100MN 

A_9 ABAQUS 3D 5939 thermo-linear-
elastic 

- J-integral (VCE-method) with 
thermal strains 

Crack jump of 13 mm in depth 
considered in analysis A_9-2 

A_16 CORPUS-D 3D 5956 thermo-elastic-
plastic 

bilinear J-integral, equivalent domain integral 
method 

initial crack length: 25 mm 

A_l-2 - *) - - linear-elastic - SIF and J-integral by VTTSIF-
program 

Computation by MASI; 
temperatures and stresses by DIFF-
program (axisym. assumption) 

A_19 - *) 2D axisym. elastic-plastic stress intensity factor based on weight 
functions with stresses for body 
without crack 

A_21 - *) 2D 1410 linear-elastic 
-

KI weight function method "* 

*) Estimation scheme (ES) 



Table 3.8 FALSIRE II: test NKS-6, temperature analysis 

Plot-Code Analysis FE-Code Model- Elements 
dimension 

Number Degrees of Integration 
of nodes freedom scheme 

Equilibrium Material Additional 
iteration method properties information 

A_3 FE ADINA-T 2D axisym. 2396 
8-noded 

A_9 FE THESIS, 2D axisym. 2627 
WELTEM 4 _ n o d e d 

6993 

2734 

3*3 

2*2 

Full Newton with line prob.state. 
search 

Stand, modified prob.state. 
Newton Raphson 

20MnMoNi55: 
temperature 
dependent values 
used 

A_10-l FE BERSAFE 2D axisym. 2553 2553 2*2 
8/6 node quads 

initial/tangent 
stiffness 

prob.state. 

A_10-2 FE „ BERSAFE 2D axisym. - 2553 2553 2*2 
8/6 node quads 

initial/tangent 
stifraess 

prob.state. 

A_12 FE ADINA-T 2D axisym. 621 
8-noded 

1992 1992 3*3 Full Newton prob.state. 

A_16 FE CORPUSJD 2D axisym. 650 
8-noded 

2035 2035 2*2 Method of initial prob.state. 
stresses 

AJ.0-3 FD ID axisym. 11 Runge-Kutta prob.state. temperature 
dependent values 

o 
o 

I 
I 



Table 3.9 FALSIRE II: test NKS-6, structure analysis 

n 
I 
I 

Plot-Code FE-Code Model- Number material model Stress - Strain fracture mechanics 
dimension of nodes approximation 

additional information 

A_3 ADINA 2D-axisym. 6993 thermo-elastic-
plastic 

bilinear 

A_4 ABAQUS 2D-axisym. 8094 thermo-elastic-
plastic 

-

A_9 THESIS, 
WELTEM 

2D-axisym. 2734 thermo-elastic-
plastic 

multilinear 

A_10-l BERSAFE 2D-axisym. 2553 elastic-plastic multilinear 

J-integral (VCE),crack growth 
calculated by KIc-KIa criterium, 
propagation by node release technique 
J-integral (VCE-method), crack 
surface leaded 

SIF calculation, pressure on crack 
face;J-integral (VCE-method) 

J-integral (VCE-method) 

20 MnMoNi 55: slightly different 
alpha-values 

nodal temperatures based on 
measured values, crack growth data 
of Table 2.22 used 
axial force 25 MN, crack growth 
data of Table 2.22 used 

J-R curve constructed 

A_10-2 BERSAFE 2D-axisym. 2553 elastic-plastic multilinear KIc+KIa-criteria KIc and Kla derived from ASME 

A_12 ADINA 2D-axisym. 1992 thermo-elastic-
plastic 

multilinear J-integral (VCE-method) axial force 25 MN (J-R curve 
extrapolated) 

A_16 CORPUSJD 2D-axisym. 2035 thermo-elastic- multilinear J-integral (equivalent domain integral 
plastic method), KIc+KIa-criteria 

A_10-3 - *) J-integral estimated using weight thermal transient and elastic stress 
function methods in conjunction with analyses performed by an in-house 
R6 program for 1D stress problems 

*) Estimation scheme (ES) 



Table 3.10 FALSEREII: test DD2, structure analysis 

Plot-Code FE-Code Model- Number material model Stress - Strain fracture mechanics 
dimension of nodes approximation 

additional information 

A_5 CASTEM2000 2D plane 
strain 

A_13 SYSWELD 2D plane 
strain 

A_16 CORPUSJD 3D 

A_20 ABAQUS 2D plane 
stress 

A_8 - *) -

AJ22 _ ^ 

16178 elastic-plastic 

5170 

1939 

4352 

elastic with 
plastic 
corrections 
elastic with 
plastic 
corrections 
elastic-plastic 

elastic-plastic 

multilinear.true J-integral 
(prob.state.) 

multilinear K from J-integral crack length extended 0,2mm in the 
cladding 

multilinear K. from J-integral, local approach of with/without extension of crack 
cleavage fracture length by 0.2 mm in the cladding 

bilinear J-integral, equivalent domain integral -
method 

elastic-plastic multilinear J-integral 

own estimation method, plastic 
deformation of cladding considered 

results with regard of the cladding 
welding process and heat treatment 
available 



Table 3.11 FALSIRE II: test DSR3, structure analysis 

Plot-Code FE-Code Model- Number material model Stress - Strain fracture mechanics 
dimension of nodes approximation 

additional information 

AJ2 ABAQUS 3D 16178 elastic-plastic multilinear,true 
(prob.state.) 

J-integral 

A_13 SYSWELD 2D plane 
strain 

2467 elastic with 
plastic 
corrections 

multilinear K from J-integral 

A_16 CORPUSJD 3D 5464 elastic-plastic bilinear J-integral, equivalent domain integral 
method 

A_20 ABAQUS 2D plane 
stress 

11654 elastic-plastic multilinear J-integral 

A_8 - *) . - - - -

crack length extended 0,2mm in the 
cladding, additional 3D elastic-
plastic analysis has been completed 
recently 

own estimation method, plastic 
deformation of cladding considered 

*) Estimation scheme (ES) 



Table 3.12 FALSIREII: test BB-4, structure analysis 

Plot-Code FE-Code Model- Number material model 
dimension of nodes 

Stress - Strain fracture mechanics 
approximation 

additional information 

A_2 ABAQUS 3D 

A_3 ADINA 3D 

A_10 BERSAFE 3D 

A_ll ABAQUS 3D 

A_16 CORPUSJD 3D 

A_17 ADINA 3D 

14360 elastic-plastic multilinear 

31995 elastic-plastic multilinear 

J-integral (domain integral 
approach), KJ based on plane-strain 
formulation 
J-integral (VCE), constraint 
parameters evaluated 

4297 elastic-plastic multilinear J-integral (VCE) 

10018 elastic-plastic multilinear J-integral, T-stress, Q-stress 

6979 thcrmo-elastic-
plastic 

clastic-plastic multilinear 

J-integral (equivalent domain integral 
method) 

J-integral (VCE), K from J through 
relationship in plane strain 

slress-strain curve (posttest), 
poisson ratio = 0,25 

stress-strain curve (posttest), 
poisson ratio = 0,28 

stress-strain curve (posttest), 
poisson ratio = 0,25 

stress-strain curve (posttest), 
poisson ratio = 0,3 

stress-strain curve (pretest), poisson 
ratio = 0,3 

stress-strain curve (posttest) 



Comparative 
temperature distributions through the cylinder wall at time 
t = 1 and 5 min into the thermal-shock transient are com
pared in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Good agreement 
was achieved in the transient temperature analyses of the 

SC-4 experiment Differences between analyses observed 
at early times can be traced to different approximations 
concerning the time dependence of the heat transfer coeffi
cient at the inner surface of the cylinder. ' 
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Figure 3.1 Temperatures vs wall thickness at t = 1 min (SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 3.2 Temperatures vs wall thickness at t = 5 min (SC-4 experiment) 
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Essential elements of the SC-4 structural and fracture anal
yses are summarized in Table 3.3. Measured and computed 
outer surface strains at the center of the cylinder are com
pared in Figs. 3.3 (circumferential) and 3.4 (axial), respec
tively. The computed strains tend to overestimate the mea
sured values'in both cases. Differences in the calculated 

Comparative 
outer surface strains, with absolute values less than 0.15%, 
can be traced to differences in approximating the tempera
ture dependence of the elastic modulus, E, and the stress-
strain curve. In Fig. 3.5, computed values of the outside 
axial strains at the top of the cylinder generally under
estimate the measured data. 
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Figure 3 3 Circumferential strain vs time on outer surface of cylinder (gage G5) in SC-4 experiment 
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Figure 3.4 Axial strain vs time on outer surface of cylinder (gage G8) in SC-4 experiment 
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Figure 3.5 Axial strain vs time on outer surface of cylinder (gage G6) in SC-4 experiment 

Computed time histories of CMOD at the deepest point of 
the 40- and 60-mm inner surface cracks are compared in 
Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. These comparisons reflect 
good agreement among the analysts in calculations of 
CMOD. 

Computed distributions of circumferential and effective 
stresses through the wall of the cylinder at time t = 4 min 
into the thermal shock, without influence of the crack, are 
compared in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. Effective 
stresses on the ligament of the 40-mm crack at time t= 
4 min are compared at a near-surface point and at the deep
est point of the crack in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11, respectively. 
Generally, good agreement was achieved among the ana
lysts in these stress calculations. The comparisons between 
die effective stresses and the yield stresses show that sig
nificant plasticity developed only near the inner surface. 

In Fig. 3.12, time histories of the J-integral are compared at 
a near-surface point of the 40-mm flaw (at a location about 
4 mm from the inner surface of the cylinder). Computations 
of the J-integral vs crack front angle for the 40-mm flaw at 
time t=4 min into the transient are compared in Fig. 3.13. 
The differences between the J-integral values of the differ
ent analyses are much larger in the near-surface region, 
where plasticity effects play a significant role. 

ID Fig. 3.14, Kj. values at a near-surface point (about 4 mm 
below the surface) of the 40-mm flaw are shown vs crack-
tip temperatures. Except for one analysis (A_19), these 
analytical results are generally consistent with the previous 
toughness estimates for the SC-4 specimen given in Ref. 1. 
Also in Fig. 3.14, fracture toughness is plotted against tem
perature for the upper and lower bounds of the compact 
tension (CT) specimen data. A range of crack initiation 
temperatures that reflects the uncertainty in crack-tip tem
perature at initiation1 is shown in Fig. 3.14. 

Based on the lower-bound fracture toughness curve mea
sured by deeply notched standard CT specimens, initiation 
of the 40-mm/60-mm deep crack would be predicted at the 
near-surface point after about 140 s/120 s. However, initia
tion occurred after -240 s at a stress-intensity factor (Kr) of 
-160 MPaVnT. This represents a substantial increase in 
fracture toughness compared with deeply notched standard 
fracture specimens. Results for Kj. vs temperature depicted 
in Fig. 3.15 for the 40-mm flaw imply that no initiations 
are predicted at the deepest point of die flaw. The latter 
result is consistent with the observed behavior of the flaw 
during the SC-4 test that was described in Sect 2.1 (see 
Fig. 2.13). Analogous results for Kj. vs temperature for the 
60-mm flaw at a near-surface point and the deepest point, 
given in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17, respectively, are also consis
tent with the observed initiation in the near-surface region. 
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Figure 3.6 CMOD vs time for 40-mm crack in SC-4 experiment 
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Figure 3.7 CMOD vs time for 60-mm crack in SC-4 experiment 
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Figure 3.8 Circumferential stress vs wall thickness without influence of crack at t = 4 min (SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 3.9 Effective stress vs wall thickness without influence of crack at t = 4 min (SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 3.10 Effective stress vs distance from 40-mm crack along ligament at near-surface point at t = 4 min (SC-4 
experiment) 
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Figure 3.11 Effective stress vs distance from 40-mm crack along ligament at deepest point at t = 4 min (SC-4 
experiment) 
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Figure 3.12 J-integral vs time at near-surface point of 40-mm crack(SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 3.13 J-integral vs crack front angle for 40-mm crack at t = 4 min (SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of applied K vs temperature at near-surface point of 40-mm crack with fracture toughness 
curves from CT specimens (SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of applied K vs temperature at deepest point of 40-mm crack with fracture toughness 
curves from CT specimens (SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 3.16 Comparison of applied K vs temperature at near-surface point of 60-mm crack with fracture toughness 
curves from CT specimens (SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 3.17 Comparison of applied K vs temperature at deepest point of 60-mm crack with fracture toughness 

curves from CT specimens (SC-4 experiment) 
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Comparative 

The elevation in toughness observed in the SC-4 experi
ment is attributed to a loss of constraint on the ligament of 
the near-surface points in the cylinder specimen relative to 
that of the highly constrained deep-flaw CT specimens. 
Evaluations of the constraint parameter Q (Ref. 2) on the 
ligaments of both cracks at near-surface points show a loss 
of constraint in the range of Q=-0.8 to -0.6 and almost no 
loss of constraint at the deepest points (Q = —0.1 to -0.2). 
Figure 3.18 depicts the variation of constraint parameter 
Q vs normalized distance from the crack tip at a near-
surface point of the 60-mm flaw, computed at time t= 
4 min into the transient Evaluations of the stress triaxiality 
factor h (Ref. 3) (Le., hydrostatic stress/effective stress) 
on the ligament of the 60-mm flaw show a distribution 
between the plane-strain state for deeply notched speci
mens (h - 22) and the plane-stress state (h - 0.7). The 
differences between the distributions on the ligaments of 
the deepest points and the near-surface points are not sig
nificant (see Figs. 3.19 and 3.20). 

3.2 Prometey—Sixth Pressurized-
Thermal-Shock Test (PTS-I/6) 

The PTS-I/6 analyses submitted by the participating orga
nizations are summarized in Table 3.4 (thermal analyses) 
and in Table 3.5 (structural and fracture analyses). The 
computed temperature distributions through the cylinder 
wall at time t = 1 and 2.5 min into the thermal-shock tran
sient are compared with measured values in Figs. 3.21 and 
322, respectively. In both cases, the calculated tempera
tures proved to be in good agreement with the measured 
values. It appears that the data shown for thermocouple Tl 
(25 mm below the surface) underestimated the actual tem
peratures at mat position. 

In Fig. 3.23, computed circumferential strains are com
pared with measured values recorded on the outer surface 
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Figure 3.18 Constraint parameter Q vs normalized distance from 60-mm crack along ligament at near-surface point 
at t = 4 min (SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 3.19 Triaxiality parameter h vs distance from 60-mm crack along ligament at deepest point at t = 4 min (SC-4 
experiment) 
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Figure 3.20 Triaxiality parameter h vs distance from 60-mm crack along ligament at near-surface point at t = 4 min 
(SC-4 experiment) 
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Figure 321 Temperatures vs wall thickness at t = 1 min (PTS-I/6 experiment) 
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Figure 322 Temperatures vs wall thickness at t = 2.5 min (PTS-I/6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.23 Circumferential strain vs time on outer surface of cylinder (gage S14) in the FTS-I/6 experiment 

at a point located 36 cm from the crack line and 74 cm 
from the bottom of the vessel (S14 in Fig. 2.21). The com
puted strains overestimate the measured values for both 
analyses given in Fig. 3.23. These discrepancies may be 
traced to possible errors in the measured data due to effects 
of temperature on the strain gage calibration. The com
puted circumferential strains tend to be in better agreement 
with the mean strain values determined from data recorded 
in the previous PTS tests 1-5 (Ref . 4), also shown in 
Fig. 3.23. 

Circumferential and effective stresses, corresponding to 
conditions time t=2.5 min into the transient and computed 
along the ligament of the crack at location 21 in Fig. 2.24, 
are compared in Figs. 3.24 and 3.25, respectively. Analysis 
A_9 utilized a thermoelastic material model in the calcula
tion of effective stresses, whereas analysis A_l was based 
on a thermoelastic-plastic formulation. Consequently, the 
two calculations of the effective stress differ at distances 
close to the crack tip where plasticity effects are present 
(see Fig. 325). 

In Fig. 326, analysis results for CMOD vs time are com
pared with measured data at a point on the crack front 
located in the base metal near the interface with the weld. 
With one exception (analysis A_18), the analytical predic
tions are in reasonably good agreement with the data up to 

the time of cleavage initiation. The analytical models used 
to generate the results in Fig. 3.26 did not take into account 
the crack propagation event that occurred near t = 155 s. 
The deviation of analysis A_18 from the other analyses is 
possibly because of the application of a different stress-
strain curve in the analytical model. 

The time histories of the J-integral computed at location 21 
in Fig. 2.24 during the time interval from t = 0 to 5 min are 
compared in Fig. 327. Again, there is reasonably good 
agreement among the analyses, with the exception of 
analysis AJL8, possibly because of the reason mentioned in 
the previous paragraph. Also, note that the results from 
analysis A_18 are strongly dependent on the path used to 
evaluate the J-integral. 

Comparisons of the stress-intensity factor vs crack front 
angle computed for times t = 0 and 2.5 min into the tran
sient are compared in Figs. 328 and 3.29, respectively. The 
agreement is generally good for that part of the crack 
located in base metal but is less good in the weld metal at 
t=2.5 min. Analysis A_9 overestimates the crack loading 
in the weld region because the results are based on a 
thermoelastic material model. However, plasticity effects 
are not negligible in the region due to a much lower yield 
stress in the weld material compared with the base metal 
(see Table 2.12). 
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Figure 3.24 Circumferential stress vs distance from crack along ligament at location 21 at t = 2.5 min (PTS-I/6 
experiment) 
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Figure 3.25 Effective stress vs distance from crack along ligament at location 21 at t = IS min (PTS-I/6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.26 CMOD vs time at gage S15 (75-mm distance to crack center) in the PTS-I/6 experiment 
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Figure 3.27 J-integral vs time at location 21 in PTS-I/6 experiment 
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Figure 3.29 Applied K vs crack front angle at t = 2JS min in PTS-I/6 experiment 
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In Fig. 3.30, computed values of Ki vs crack-tip tempera
ture are compared with Ki c fracture toughness curves gen
erated from small specimen data. The analytical results 
were determined at a point in the base metal near the maxi
mum depth of the flaw. With the one exception of analysis 
A_18, the calculated results are closely grouped. Based on 
the measured lower-bound Ki c curve, cleavage initiation is 
predicted about 80 s into the transient This prediction sub
stantially underestimates the measured time for crack ini
tiation at 155 s, which suggests that constraint effects 
should be investigated as a possible explanation for the 
discrepancy. 

3.3 Pressurized-Thermal-Shock Test 
NKS-5 

Analyses of the NKS-5 experiment5 are summarized in 
Table 3.6 (thermal analyses) and in Table 3.7 (structural 
and fracture analyses). Comparisons of calculated and mea
sured temperatures at time t = 1,5, and 10 min into the 
thermal transient are given in Figs. 3.32-3.34, respectively. 
Calculated temperatures near the cooled inner surface 
showed strong scatter during t < 5 min of the transient due 
to differences in assumptions concerning the heat-transfer 
coefficient 

Variations of the stress triaxiality parameter h in two 
analyses (A_l and A_9) computed on the ligament near 
position 21 of Fig. 2.21 at time t = 2.5 min are compared 
in Fig. 3.31. As previously mentioned, analyses A_l and 
A_9 were based on thermoelastic-plastic and thermoelastic 
material models, respectively. Thus, it is anticipated that 
the two analyses would produce differing results in the 
near-crack-tip region where plasticity effects are present 
On the other hand, the distribution of h on the ligament 
near position 21 ranges about the plane strain value and 
shows no clear indication of a constraint effect None of 
the participants provided calculations for the Q-stress 
parameter. 

Time histories of the measured and computed circumfer-
ential and axial strains on the inner surface at a location 
388 mm below the crack ligament (i.e., at gages DL5/DU5 
in Fig. 2.32) are compared in Figs. 3.35 and 3.36, respec
tively. Only the mechanical components of strain are given 
in Figs. 3.35 and 3.36, that is, without the thermal part 
(a AT). Analyses A_l and A_16 were performed as elastic-
plastic calculations, while all other analyses were based on 
linear elastic models. Also, analysis A_9 incorporated a 
crack extension of 13 mm into the calculations. For both 
strain histories, there is reasonable agreement between the 
computed values and measured data. 
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Figure 330 Comparison of applied K vs temperature at location 21 along crack firont with firacture toughness curves 
from CT specimens (FTS-I/6 experiment) 
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Figure 331 Triaxiality parameter h vs distance from crack along ligament at location at t=2.5 min (PTSM/6 
experiment) 
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Figure 332 Temperatures vs wall thickness at t = 1 min (NKS-5 experiment) 
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Figure 333 Temperatures vs wall thickness at t = 5 min (NKS-5 experiment) 
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Figure 334 Temperatures vs wall thickness at t=10 min (NKS-5 experiment) 
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Figure 335 Circumferential strain vs time on inner surface of cylinder (gage DU5) in NKS-5 experiment 
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Figure 336 Axial strain vs time on inner surface of cylinder (gage DL5) in NKS-5 experiment 
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In Hg. 3.37, measured data from CMOD gages (G5 and 
G6) located at midspan and outboard points of Notch B 
(see Fig. 2.33) depict CMOD vs time for the latter crack 
during the thermal-shock transient. Values of computed 
CMOD vs time at the midspan of Notch B are also 
included in Fig. 3.37. Portions of these data are plotted 

using an expanded time scale for t < 10 min in Fig. 3.38. 
These data suggest that both radial and circumferential 
crack jump events could have occurred in the 5- to 10-min 
time interval following initiation of (he thermal shock. 
However, late event crack jumps (at time t > 1000 s) are 
also noted on the CMOD record. Data are insufficient to 
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Figure 337 CMOD vs time for Notch B in the NKS-5 experiment 
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Figure 338 CMOD vs time (with expanded time scale) for Notch B in NKS-5 experiment 
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determine the sequence of the crack jumps, that is, whether 
the radial or the circumferential crack jump occurred first 
The analytical predictions of CMOD vs time, which are 
tightly grouped in Figs. 3.37 and 3.38, did not account for 
propagation of the crack. The model used to generate the 
A_9-2 results incorporated a crack jump of 13 mm in the 
radial (or depth) direction at ~5 min into the transient 

In the early part of the transient (t < 5 min), there was more 
axial variation in temperature on the side of the vessel 
containing Notch A when compared with the side contain
ing Notch B. During this period, the measured temperature 
and CMOD data imply that Notch A was subjected to a 
loading-partial unloading-reloading sequence that was not 
experienced by Notch B. Also, in this period, Notch A 
experienced lower temperatures than Notch B. 

The CMOD data measured at different positions along both 
crack fronts (Notches A and B) showed unusual behavior, 
which proved difficult to interpret In particular, CMOD 
data from the midspan gage (GS) of Notch B indicated 
crack closure during the early part of the transient (see 
Fig. 3.38), which is inconsistent with positive values from 
the outboard gage (G6). Furthermore, data from the two 
gages show substantial differences in CMOD values even 
at the end of the transient when Notches A and B had 
grown together over a circumferential region of about 220°. 
The differences between the CMOD gages remain essen
tially constant after the first 500 s. A check of additional 
temperature measurements at different positions along the 
inner surface showed no strong indications of asymmetric 
loading during this period. 

In Figs. 3.39—3.42, computed axial and effective stress 
variations through the vessel wall without influence of the 
crack are depicted for times t = 5 and 10 min into the tran
sient Differences in the computed results are present at t= 
10 min near the inner surface of the vessel, where analyses 
A_l and A_16 exhibit effects of plasticity that are not cap
tured in the linear elastic models of the other analyses. 
Comparisons of axial and effective stresses computed along 
the ligament in front of the crack at the deepest point at t= 
10 min show good agreement in Figs. 3.43 and 3.44, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3.39 Axial stress vs wall thickness without influence of crack at t = 5 min (NKS-5 experiment) 
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Figure 3.41 Effective stress vs wall thickness without influence of crack at t = 5 min (NKS-5 experiment) 
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Figure 342 Effective stress vs wall thickness without influence of crack at t = 10 min (NKS-5 experiment) 
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Figure 3.43 Axial stress vs distance from crack along ligament at deepest point at t = 10 min (NKS-5 experiment) 
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Figure 3.44 Effective stress vs distance from crack along ligament at deepest point at t = 10 min (NKS-5 experiment) 

Time histories of the J-integral computed at the surface and 
at the deepest point of the crack are compared in Figs. 3.45 
and 3.46, respectively, In Fig. 3.45, differences between 
elastic-plastic (A_l and A_16) and linearly elastic (A_4, 
A_5, and A_6) analyses are pronounced because of signifi
cant plasticity effects that are present at the inner surface of 
the vessel These differences are not present at the deepest 
point of the crack (Fig. 3.46), where plasticity effects are 
not significant In Fig. 3.46, the results obtained from the 
estimation scheme analysis A_21-2 deviate substantially 
from the rest of the group partly because of an assumed 
crack depth of 40 mm. The variations of J-integral with 
crack front angle at t = 5 and 10 min are given in Figs. 3.47 
and 3.48. Again, differences in the analysis results are most 
pronounced near the inner surface at t = 10 min (Fig. 3.48) 
due to effects of plasticity. 

A lower-bound fracture toughness (Kjc) curve generated 
from small specimen data is compared with Kj. vs 

temperature results computed at the inner surface and at the 
deepest point of the crack in Figs. 3.49 and 330, respec
tively. Also included in these figures are the ASME Kj c 

and Kja fracture toughness curves referenced to a tempera
ture T = 122°C. A fracture assessment based on these plots 
predicts crack initiation at the deepest point of the crack 
~6 min into the transient (see Fig. 3.50). Constraint effects 
appear to be responsible for delayed initiation near the 
inner surface up to 10 min into the transient (see Fig. 3.49). 
The stress triaxiality parameter h on the ligament of the 
crack at the inner surface (see Fig. 3.51) tends to a plane 
stress condition, reflecting the anticipated near-surface 
loss-of-constraint effect In contrast the stress triaxiality on 
the ligament at the deepest point (see Fig. 3.52) implies a 
more highly constrained condition on the ligament at that 
point The constraint parameter Q was not evaluated by the 
participating analysts. 
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Figure 3.45 J-integral vs time at surface point of crack in NKS-5 experiment 
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Figure 3.46 J-integral vs time at deepest point of crack in NKS-5 experiment 
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Figure 3.47 J-integral vs crack front angle for crack at t = 5 min (NKS-5 experiment) 
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Figure 3.48 J-integral vs crack front angle for crack at t = 10 min (NKS-5 experiment) 
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Figure 3.51 Triaxiality parameter h vs distance from crack along ligament at surface point at t = 5 min (NKS-5 
experiment) 
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Figure 3.52 Triaxiality parameter h vs distance from crack along ligament at deepest point at t = 5 min (NKS-5 
experiment) 
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3.4 Pressurized-Thermal-Shock Test 
NKS-6 

Summaries of the NKS-6 analyses are given in Table 3.8 
(thermal analyses) and in Table 3.9 (structural and fracture 
analyses). Calculated temperatures at time t=0.5 and 
2 min into the thermal transient, given in Figs. 3.S3 and 
3.54, respectively, show little variation. In Fig. 3.54, 
computed temperatures also agreed very well with mea
sured data recorded in the test at t = 2 min. 

Time histories of the measured and computed circumferen
tial and axial strains (without the thermal part a AT) on the 
inner surface at a location 184 mm above the crack liga
ment (i.e., at gages DL3/DU3 in Fig. 2.46) are compared in 
Figs. 3.55 and 3.56, respectively. Analyses A_4 and A_9 
made use of the crack extension data previously discussed 
in Table 2.25. 

Measured data representing CMOD vs time during the 
thermal-shock transient at two gages positioned on the fully 
circumferential flaw are depicted in Fig. 3.57. The data 
imply a cleavage initiation event occurring -30 s into the 
transient, when the crack jumped from 37 to 54 mm in wall 
depth. For NKS-6, the scatter in measured CMOD values at 

different gage locations is much smaller than that observed 
in the NKS-5 experiment With one exception (analysis 
A_12), the calculated time histories of CMOD shown in 
Fig. 3.57 are generally in good agreement with the mea-
sureddata. 

Computed axial and effective stress variations through the 
vessel wall without influence of the crack are depicted for 
times t = 0 5 and 2 min in Figs. 3.58-3.61, respectively. 
Results for A_10-3 were obtained from a linearly elastic 
analysis of a one-dimensional structural model (Table 3.9). 
Thus, differences between A_10-3 and the other elasto-
plastic analyses are present near the inner surface of the 
vessel, where effects of plasticity are active. The effective 
stresses computed from the elasto-plastic analyses are in 
reasonably good agreement for the two transient times 
represented by Figs. 3.60 and 3.61. Comparisons of axial 
and effective stresses computed along the ligament in front 
of the crack at t=0.5 and 2 min are given in Figs. 3.62-
3.65, respectively. Generally, the results show good 
agreement with the exception of analysis A_12, in which 
the crack growth was underestimated due to the use of an 
extrapolated J-R resistance curve. 

Time histories of the J-integral computed for the transient 
are compared in Fig. 3.66. The Kj. vs temperature results 
computed for the crack are given in Figs. 3.67 and 3.68, 
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Figure 3.53 Temperatures vs wall thickness at t=0.5 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.54 Temperatures vs wall thickness at t = 2 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.55 Circumferential strain vs time on inner surface of cylinder (gage DU3) in NKS-6 experiment 
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Figure 3.56 Axial strain vs time on inner surface of cylinder (gage DL3) in NKS-6 experiment 
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Figure 3.57 CMOD vs time for circumferential crack in NKS-6 experiment 
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Figure 3.58 Axial stress vs wall thickness without influence of crack at t = 0.5 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.59 Axial stress vs wall thickness without influence of crack at t = 2 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.60 Effective stress vs wall thickness without influence of crack at t = 0.5 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.61 Effective stress vs wall thickness without influence of crack at t = 2 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.62 Axial stress vs distance from crack along ligament at t=0.5 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.63 Axial stress vs distance from crack along ligament at t = 2 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.64 Effective stress vs distance from crack along ligament at t = 0.5 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.65 Effective stress vs distance from crack along ligament at t = 2 min (NKS-6 experiment) 
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Figure 3.66 J-integral vs time for the circumferential crack in NKS-6 experiment 
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Figure 3.68 Comparison of applied K vs temperature (with expanded temperature scale) for circumferential crack 
with fracture toughness curves from CT specimens and from ASME Code (NKS-6 experiment) 

along with relevant fracture toughness curves. Included are 
the scatter bands for K& and Ki a toughness data generated 
from small specimens, as well as the ASME Kj.c and K^ 
toughness curves for which FATT 50 = 250°C is taken as 
the reference temperature. Discrete times in the transient 
where the crack tip experienced selected temperatures are 
also identified in Fig. 3.67. These Ki vs temperature curves 
are plotted in Fig. 3.68 using an expanded temperature 
scale that extends from 230°C to 305°C. In Figs. 3.67 and 
3.68, results obtained from the analysis A_12 (based on an 
extrapolated J-R curve) deviate from the rest of the group, 
which used cleavage criteria to simulate crack extension. 

The calculated values of J-integral and Kj, as well as 
CMOD and axial strain, were strongly dependent on spe
cific assumptions concerning crack growth approximation, 
particularly how the final crack depth was reached. To 
model crack growth, some analysts used the crack depth vs 
time sequence (i.e., Table 2.22) constructed by MPA from 
a best estimate approximation of measured CMOD data. 

Others used fracture toughness curves obtained from the 
scatter band of measured data provided in the NKS-6 prob
lem statement or from the ASME toughness curve with 
FATT 50 as transition temperature. The time of initiation 
(36 s) can be approximated well with the FATT 50-ASME 
curve and is somewhat underestimated by the measured 
lower bound curve. In Fig. 3.57, the A_12 analysis was 
based on a J-R criterion in which a J-R curve was extra
polated to model large amounts of crack growth. However, 
application of the extrapolated J-R curve did not reflect the 
cleavage event and, therefore, resulted in a substantial 
underprediction of the measured crack growth and, there
fore, the CMOD time history. These results are also 
reflected in the leftward shift of the Kj vs temperature 
curve for analysis A_12 in Figs. 3.67 and 3.68. 

In Fig. 3.69, evaluation of stress triaxiality factors showed 
almost plane strain conditions on the ligament of the 360° 
circumferential crack. This implies mat constraint effects 
did not play a significant role in crack initiation. 
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Figure 3.69 Triaxiality parameter h vs distance from crack along ligament at t = 0.5 min (NKS-6 experiment) 

3.5 Clad Four-Point Bending Beam 
Experiment DD2 

Summaries of the DD2 structural and fracture analyses are 
given in Table 3.10. In Fig. 3.70, computed results for load 
vs LLD are generally in good agreement with measured 
data for the experiment6 Computed crack-opening dis
placements vs distance from the cladding/base metal inter
face at the position of the crack symmetry plane are com
pared in Fig. 3.71 for an applied load of ~900 kN. Calcula
tions of applied load vs maximum! CMOD (which include a 
factor of 2 on CMOD due to symmetry conditions) are 
compared in Fig. 3.72. Both Figs. 3.71 and 3.72 show that 
the 2-D calculations overestimate the crack opening when 
compared with 3-D analyses. Analysis A_22-2 incorpo
rated an approximation of the welding process in the clad 
beam model, which resulted in substantially greater com
puted CMOD values when compared with the other 
analyses. 

The computed bending load vs longitudinal strains are 
compared with measured data at the locations of three sur
face strain gages (gages J3, J7, and J8 in Fig. 2.53) in 
Figs. 3.73-3.75, respectively. Except for one analysis 
(A_20), the comparisons show reasonably good agreement, 
which indicates that the overall structural response has 
been modeled appropriately. The 2-D analyses A_5 and 

A_13 are based on a plane strain approximation, while 
A_20 is based on plane stress. However, it has not been 
established that these modeling differences provide an 
explanation for the differences in the analysis results. 

Crack-opening stress and effective stress vs distance along 
the ligament at the deepest point of the crack are compared 
in Figs. 3.76 and 3.77, respectively. These results were 
computed for an applied load of -900 kN and, except for 
those from analysis A_22-2, are generally in good agree
ment Plasticity in the ligament near the deepest point is 
negligible due to the high yield stress of the base metal 
(768 MPa). 

The computed values of Ki vs applied load at the deepest 
point of the crack are shown in Fig. 3.78, along with the 
lower- and upper-bound small-specimen (CT25) fracture 
toughness curves at the test temperature (which range 
from ~40 to 50 MPa Vm). Computed Kj values vs crack-
front angle near the loading at fracture are compared in 
Fig. 3.79. At the fracture load, peak Ki values lie between 
the lower- and upper-bound small-specimen fracture tough
ness curves. However, test results for DD2 indicate that 
the crack initiated at a point in the heat-affected zone 
(HAZ) located 1.5 to 2 mm from the interface, which 
implies an initiation toughness of -33 MPa Vm. Thus, the 
computed toughness at the initiation site falls well below 
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Figure 3.70 Load vs LLD for clad beam in DD2 experiment 
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Figure 3.71 Computed COD vs distance from cladding interface at applied load of 900 kN in DD2 experiment 
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Figure 3.73 Load vs surface strain at gage J3 in DD2 experiment 
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Figure 3.75 Load vs surface strain at gage J8 in DD2 experiment 
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Figure 3.76 Crack-opening stress vs distance from crack along ligament at deepest point in DD2 experiment 
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Figure 3.77 Effective stress vs distance from crack along ligament at deepest point in DD2 experiment 
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Figure 3.79 Comparison of applied K vs crack front angle with fracture toughness from CT specimens and from 
ASME Code (DD2 experiment) 
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Comparative 
the lower-bound firacture toughness of the base metal CT2S 
specimens at the test temperature. These results suggest a 
lower fracture toughness for the HAZ than the base metal 
at-170°C. 

The stress triaxiality parameter h vs distance along the liga
ment at the deepest point of the crack is shown in Fig. 3.80. 
These results indicate a significant loss of constraint ahead 
of the crack tip, which would imply an increased fracture 
toughness in that region. The evaluation of Q on the liga
ment at the deepest point shows a value of about -0.6 at the 
failure load. Results for constraint parameters on the liga
ment at the initiation point near the interface between the 
cladding and base metal were not provided by the 
participants. 

compared in Fig. 3.82 for an applied load near fracture 
(-700 kN). Calculations of applied load vs maximum 
CMOD (which include a factor of 2 on CMOD due to sym
metry conditions) are compared in Fig. 3.83. Increased dif
ferences between the 2-D approximations (A_13) and 3-D 
approximations (A_2 and A_16) of CMOD are associated 
with the deeper crack in DSR3 (compared with DD2). 

The computed bending load vs longitudinal strains are 
compared with measured data at the locations of three 
surface strain gages (gages J3, J7, and J8 in Fig. 2.29) in 
Figs. 3.84-3.86, respectively. Results of these comparisons 
are similar to those observed for the DD2 experiment (see 
Figs. 3.73 and 3.75); except for analysis A_20, reasonably 
good agreement is obtained with the experimental data, 

3.6 Clad Four-Point Bending Beam 
Experiment DSR3 

Structural and fracture analyses of the DSR3 experiment 
are summarized in Table 3.11. Computed results for load 
vs LLP are generally in good agreement with measured 
data for the experiment (Fig. 3.81). Crack-opening dis
placements vs distance from the cladding/base metal 
interface at the position of the crack symmetry plane are 

Crack-opening stress and effective stress vs distance along 
the ligament at the deepest point of the crack are compared 
in Figs. 3.87 and 3.88, respectively. These results are gen
erally in good agreement at an applied load of ~700 kN 
(near fracture load). 

The computed values of KT VS applied load at the deepest 
point of the crack are shown in Fig. 3.89, along with die 
lower- and upper-bound small-specimen (CT25) fracture 
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Figure 3.80 Triaxiality parameter h vs distance from crack along ligament at deepest point at applied load of 900 kN 
(DD2 experiment) 
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Figure 3.82 Computed COD vs distance from cladding interface at applied load of 700 kN in DSR3 experiment 
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Figure 3.84 Load vs surface strain at gage J3 in DSR3 experiment 
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Figure 3.85 Load vs surface strain at gage J7 in DSR3 experiment 
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Figure 3.86 Load vs surface strain at gage J8 in DSR3 experiment 
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Figure 3.87 Crack-opening stress vs distance from crack along ligament at deepest point at applied load of 700 kN in 
DSR3 experiment 
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Figure 3.88 Effective stress vs distance from crack along ligament at deepest point at applied load of 700 kN in DSR3 
experiment 
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Figure 3.89 Comparison of applied K vs load for crack at deepest point with fracture toughness from CT specimens 
and from ASME Code (DSR3 experiment) 

toughness curves at the test temperature (K values range 
from ~40 to 50 MPa Vm). Computed Ki values vs crack-
front angle near the loading at fracture are compared in 
Fig. 3.90. At the fracture load, peak Ki values lie near the 
upper-bound small-specimen fracture toughness curve. Test 
results for DSR3 indicate that the crack initiated at a point 
in the HAZ located about 2 mm from the interface, which 
gives an initiation toughness of -40 MPaVm. Thus, the 
computed toughness at the initiation site falls below the 
lower-bound fracture toughness of the base metal CT25 
specimens at the test temperature. These results for DSR3 
are consistent with those observed in the DD2 experiment 
and discussed in the previous section. 

Residual stress measurements performed in the clad beams 
after stress relief were reported to show tensile stresses 
(between 200 and 300 MPa) in the cladding and low com
pressive stresses (about 50 MPa) in the HAZ. The analysis 
results depicted in Figs. 3.89 and 3.90 for the DSR3 experi
ment (and in Figs. 3.78 and 3.79 for DD2) assume that the 
test temperature of-170°C is the stress-free temperature, 
which may not adequately reflect the effects of residual 
stresses in the HAZ. Adoption of a different stress-free 
temperature in the analyses may have a significant effect 
on calculated Kj values near the clad/base interface. 

The stress triaxiality parameter h vs distance along the liga
ment at the deepest point of the crack obtained from analy
sis A_2 is shown in Fig. 351. These results tend toward 
a plane stress condition, indicating a significant loss of 
constraint ahead of the crack tip. The calculated Q-stress 
parameter in that region has a value of approximately -0.4 
at the failure load. 

Results of the clad beam fracture assessments depicted 
in Figs. 3.79 and 3.90 highlight the need for improved 
models of cleavage fracture toughness in the HAZ. EdF 
has reported the development of an extensive research 
program* on the latter topic that is being carried out in 
conjunction with CEA. Currently, this program is focussing 
on the effects of thermal aging and irradiation in the clad 
HAZ. 

Bass et al. 7 have identified locally intensified strain-aging 
embrittlement (LIS AE) as a factor that has potential for 
influencing crack initiation in the clad HAZ of the EdF 
beams. Dawes8 has provided a review of situations where 

D. Moinereau, EdF, Direction des Etudes et Recherches, Les Renardieres 
Moret-sur-Loing, Fiance, Private Communication to J. Sievets, GRS, 
Koln, Germany, and B. R. Bass, ORNL, U.S.A., March 26,1996. 
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Figure 3.90 Comparison of applied K vs crack front angle with fracture toughness from CI specimens and from 
ASME Code (DSR3 experiment) 
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LIS AE was observed to be a contributor to low-stress 
brittle fractures. These situations were generally associated 
with as-welded structures, weld repairs, older steels, and 
old and new weld metals. The claim is made that any 
region of a welded joint is susceptible to strain-aging 
embrittlem'ent, including the base metal adjacent to the 
HAZ up to several millimeters removed from the visibly 
transformed HAZ. 

Locally intensified strain aging of material occurs at the tip 
of a preexisting flaw located adjacent to areas where further 
welding operations have been performed. Examples are 
flaws adjacent to weld repairs and flaws in areas influenced 
by the cladding process. The transient temperature distri
bution of the welding process causes high opening-mode 
tensile stresses to be generated at the flaw tip. These 
stresses occur at a time when local temperatures are suffi
ciently high for thermally activated carbon and nitrogen 
atoms to be available for diffusion to dislocations and to 
effectively lock them. An effect of this diffusion process is 
to restrict further plastic deformation of the flaw-tip mate
rial. It follows that the transition-range fracture toughness 
of material at the flaw tip is reduced by restricting its 
ability to yield and to blunt Thus, in the context of the EdF 
clad beam experiments, the effect of LIS AE could impact 
the material fracture toughness associated with preexisting 
subclad flaws. 

Additional fracture toughness data for subclad flaws are 
included in the data base of an experimental program 
described by MacDonald et al.* and by Bass et al.7 These 
data were generated from beam specimens machined from 
A 508 Class 2 pressure vessel steel and tested in four-point 
bending. The fabrication process for the beams involved 
the application of cladding over an existing surface flaw 
in the test section, followed by a postclad heat treatment 
at a temperature of 593°C. MacDonald et al.* performed 
statistical analyses of these data as part of a larger warm-
prestressed (WPS) data set that included more than 100 
unclad specimens of pressure vessel steel. Comparisons 
were made between fracture toughness values obtained 
from the unclad and subclad data sets, with temperature the 
only independent variable. The generally lower fracture 
toughness values that were observed in the subclad flaw 
data base are consistent with LIS AE effects brought on by 
the cladding process.7 

3.7 Biaxially Loaded Cruciform Beam 
Experiment BB-4 

Structural and fracture assessments of the BB-4 cruciform 
beam experiment are summarized in Table 3.12. Calculated 

B. D. MacDonald et al., "Analysis of Warm-Prestress Data," Fracture 
Mechanics: 27th Volume, ASJM STP1296 (American Society for 
Testing Materials, Philadelphia, to be published). 

values of longitudinal load vs LLD are compared with 
measured data in Fig. 3.92. Figure 3.93 provides a com
parison of measured and calculated values of longitudinal 
load vs CMOD at the midplane of the BB-4 cruciform 
specimen. With one exception (analysis A_10), the analyti
cal results are tightly grouped and in reasonably good 
agreement with the measured data near the point of failure 
(814 kN). Deviations of the computed results from the 
experimental data at intermediate values of CMOD can be 
traced to the use of preliminary stress-strain data for these 
calculations. Updated material properties that became 
available during completion of the FALSIRE It analyses 
were used in a sensitivity study performed by participant 
A_17. The higher yield stress of ~450 MPa used in that 
study resulted in decreased values of LLD and CMOD for 
loads above 600 kN. 

Crack-opening stress and effective stress vs distance along 
the ligament at the center of the crack for two applied 
loads (-650 and 800 kN) are compared in Figs. 3.94-3.97, 
respectively. Agreement among the calculations of crack-
opening stress is good for both values of applied load. For 
the effective stress calculations, the scatter band is signifi
cantly greater near the measured load corresponding to 
cleavage fracture (Fig. 3.97). The level of plasticity in the 
specimen is large near the failure load, and relatively small 
differences in the material stress-strain representation have 
significant effects on the stress distribution. 

In Fig. 3.98, the computed values of Ki vs applied longitu
dinal load at the center of the crack show a small scatter 
band up to the load at fracture. The calculated Kj values 
along the crack front in the cruciform specimen at an inter
mediate load and near the load at failure are shown in 
Figs. 3.99 and 3.100, respectively. Near the fracture load 
(Fig. 3.100), two analyses (A_10 and A_16) deviate from 
the other analyses in the group. Modeling of the slots in the 
cruciform specimen and differences concerning approxi
mation of the stress-strain curve are the primary reasons for 
this variability in the analytical results. Maximum crack 
loading is reached at the crack center, where crack initia
tion took place. Therefore, a fracture toughness value of 
about 180 MPa-\/m can be derived, which is twice the 
lower bound value of deeply notched standard specimens 
at the test temperature. 

Evaluations of the constraint parameter Q at the midplane 
of the biaxially loaded BB-4 specimen (see Figs. 3.101 
and 3.102) near the fracture load showed a strong loss of 
constraint of about Q=-0.8 on the ligament near the crack 
front This result can be compared with the uniaxially 
loaded specimen BB-2, which showed a greater loss of 
constraint at failure of about Q = - 1 , which can be cor
related with an increased fracture toughness value of 
about 210 MPaVm. In Fig. 3.103, variation of the stress 
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Figure 3.93 Longitudinal load vs CMOD for cruciform beam in BB-4 experiment 
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Figure 3.94 Crack-opening stress vs distance from crack along ligament at applied load of 650 kN in BB-4 
experiment 
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Figure 3.95 Crack-opening stress vs distance from crack along ligament at applied load of 800 kN in BB-4 
experiment 
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Figure 3.96 Effective stress vs distance from crack along ligament at applied load of 650 kN in BB-4 experiment 
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Figure 3.97 Effective stress vs distance from crack along ligament at applied load of 800 kN in BB-4 experiment 
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Figure 3.99 Applied K vs distance from crack center at applied load of 650 kN in BB-4 experiment 
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BB-4 experiment 
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Figure 3.103 Stress triaxiality h vs distance from crack along ligament at applied load of 800 kN in BB-4 experiment 
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triaxiality parameter h along the ligament in front of the 
crack near the fracture load exhibited a pronounced 
departure from conditions of plane strain constraint 

The Q-stress approach of O'Dowd and Shih2 represents 
one of several stress-based procedures for correlating con
straint conditions at the crack tip. Others include the con
straint correction procedure proposed by Dodds, Anderson, 
and Kirk.9 Each of these approaches utilizes the effect 
of crack-tip constraint on the in-plane stresses at the crack 
tip to infer the effect of constraint on fracture toughness. 
These stress-based constraint methodologies have been 
applied successfully to correlate constraint conditions for 
in-plane (or uniaxial) loading conditions. However, inves
tigations of biaxial loading effects have concluded that out-
of-plane biaxial loading has little effect on in-plane stresses 
at the crack tip, but does influence the width of the crack-
tip plastic zone in the direction of crack propagation.10,11 

Inconsistencies were observed in the calculated values of 
Q-stress in the region of normalized distance r/(J/co) < 5 
for different biaxial loading ratios applied to the cruciform 
specimen.10 (Similar inconsistencies can also be seen in 
Fig. 3.101 for BB-4.) More recent elastic-plastic finite ele
ment analyses of the biaxial cruciform specimen, using a 
model with a highly refined treatment of the crack-tip 
region, have confirmed these conclusions.12 In Fig. 3.104, 
far-field stress biaxiality is seen to have little effect on the 

in-plane stresses near the crack tip of the ORNL cruciform 
specimen. The analyses confirm that the stress-based con
straint procedures cannot predict the observed effects of 
out-of-plane biaxial loading on shallow-flaw fracture 
toughness. 

Tetelman and McEvily13 (T-M) and Wells*'14 proposed 
that initiation of cleavage fracture is controlled by strains in 
the crack-tip region reaching a critical value. According to 
the T-M criterion, plastically induced fracture initiates in a 
ligament immediately adjacent to the blunted crack tip 
when the ligament strain reaches the fracture strain (8f) of 
the material. Wells argued that the conditions at fracture 
can be characterized by a critical crack-tip opening dis
placement (CTOD) (8c). As previously noted herein, a 
second (or dual) correlation parameter must also be intro
duced into the cleavage fracture model to quantify loss-of-
constraint or departure from small-scale yielding condi
tions. Recent interpretations of the strain-based models by 
Pennell et al . 1 5 concluded that effects of constraint on 
fracture toughness can be quantified by determining the 
effects of ligament strain fields on crack-tip deformation. 
However, direct application of the latter strain-based 

A. A. Wells, "Unstable Crack Propagation in Metals—Cleavage and Fast 
Fracture," Cranfleld Crack Propagation Symposium, 1, September 1961, 
p. 210. 
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approach would require a finite-strain, elastic-plastic, finite 
element analysis to determine the crack-tip deformation as 
a function of strain fields in the ligament To circumvent 
this computationally intensive approach, an alternative 
methodology was proposed that utilizes Rpi, the plastic-
zone width in the plane of the crack, as a second correlation 
parameter for fracture toughness.15 

The case for using Rpi in a strain-based fracture-toughness 
correlation derives from the observation that the CTOD (6) 
is a function of Rpi and that this relationship is constraint-
dependent Adopting a strip-yield model, Wells1 4 studied 
the hypothesis that initiation of brittle fracture is uniquely 
determined by a critical value of 8. For plane stress condi
tions, he developed relationships between 8, Rpi, and over
all plastic strain, for loading conditions that range from 
below to above general yielding. Beyond general yielding, 
he postulated that 8 becomes proportional to the plastic 
strain taken over some gage length spanning the fully plas
tic area of the specimen. 

The 8 vs Rpi relationship has been studied by ORNL16 for 
general beyond-plane-strain boundary conditions, for both 
contained and uncontained yielding, using test data from 
the biaxial cruciform testing program. A linear relationship 
between ^/87 and ln(Rpi) was determined from 3-D finite 
element analysis of the biaxial test results at cleavage 
fracture initiation. These results are shown in Fig. 3.105, 

together with fracture-toughness data points obtained from 
the cruciform specimens. Also, in Fig. 3.105, the V8 vs 
ln(Rpi) loading trajectories are depicted for three biaxial 
loading ratios (i.e., PT/PL=0, °-6> and 1-Q) applied to the 
cruciform specimen. These loading trajectories were gener
ated using a modified version of the Wells relation15 for 8 
given by 

8 = 7teR pl 

where 

" - — f Rpi JO 
Rpi e 3 3 dr 

(3.1) 

02) 

In Eq. (3.1), the integrated average of the opening-mode 
strain, e taken over the plastic zone width, Rpi, replaces a 
quantity that Wells1 5 defined as the overall tensile strain. 
In Fig. 3.106, variations of e with longitudinal load, 
obtained from 3-D finite-element analysis of three biaxial 
loading cases, PjfPh=0,0.6, and 1, exhibit a pronounced 
dependence on biaxiality ratio. These e vs load relations 
were used in Eq. (3.1), along with values of R pi calculated 
from 3-D finite element analysis, to compute the predicted 
loading trajectories given in Fig. 3.105. These results con
firm that a measure of the opening-mode strain field in the 
near-crack-tip ligament is capable of differentiating among 
the applied biaxial loading ratios to predict variations in 
biaxial loading trajectories. 
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biaxiality ratio for cruciform beams 

Li Fig. 3.105, the range of fracture toughness values possi
ble at T - NDT=-10°C, for a given loading condition, is 
predicted by the intersection of the V5 vs ln(Rp]) loading 
trajectories with the ̂ /Sjvs ln(Rpi) fracture toughness 
locus. Intersection of these nonlinear trajectories with the 
linear toughness locus is governed by the dependence of 
the trajectories on constraint as influenced by the biaxial 
loading ratio. Unique toughness values are predicted for 
the uniaxial (PT/PL = 0) and biaxial (PT/PJL = 0-6) loading 
cases. The intersection of the trajectory for equibiaxial 
(PT/PL = 1) loading with the toughness locus predicts both 
low- and high-toughness values for this loading condition. 
In fact, these low- and high-toughness values were realized 
in tests of the biaxial (PT/PL = 1) loading case. Uncon-
tained yielding that developed in two of the biaxial 
(PT/PL = 1) tests gave high-toughness values that were 
similar to those of the uniaxial loading tests. Analysis 
results17 demonstrate that linearity of the Kj vs-^5 rela
tionship is preserved under the full range of biaxial loading 
ratios. Thus, the results in Fig. 3.105 can be restated in 
terms of equivalent Kj and Kj c vs ln(Rp]) relationships for 
the cruciform testing program.16 Collectively, the results 
depicted in Figs. 3.105 and 3.106 confirm that ln(Rpi) is a 
viable second parameter for characterizing strain-controlled 
fracture. This is an important observation because the 
parameter Rpi is relatively easy to calculate, making the 
resulting dual-parameter fracture-toughness correlation 
easy to use. 

Other possible approaches (not considered here) include a 
modified version of the Dodds-Anderson scaling model,17 

in which the Weibull stress, c w , is adopted as a near-tip 
parameter to relate remote loading with a micromechanics 
model based on weakest-link statistics.18 
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4 Summary and Conclusions 

Within FALSIRE n, comparative assessments have been 
performed for 7 reference fracture experiments based on 
45 analyses received from 22 organizations representing 
12 countries. The measured data and the analytical results 
from FALSIRE n have been made available in an elec
tronic data base. Some conclusions from FALSIRE II 
follow: 

• The temperature distributions in the specimens loaded 
by thermal shock generally were approximated with 
high accuracy and small scatter bands. Discrepancies 
appeared only for limited time periods during the tran
sients and could be traced to different assumptions con
cerning the heat transfer coefficients. 

• Structural response (i.e., CMOD, strains, etc.) of the test 
specimens was predicted reasonably well from best-
estimate analyses. This outcome represents a significant 
change compared with some of the results achieved in 
FALSIRE L In part, the change reflects a more wide
spread recognition that the assumptions adopted to 
ensure failure avoidance in safety assessments are 
inappropriate when attempting to predict actual failure. 

• Discrepancies that appeared in the structural calcula
tions could usually be traced to the assumed material 
models and to approximations of material properties 
(i.e., stress-strain data). 

• Calculations of fracture parameters such as J or Kj. and 
the parameter CMOD generally showed small scatter 
bands. Discrepancies could be traced to the differences 
between elastic and elastoplastic approaches or assump
tions concerning material properties. 

• The Kjvs temperature diagram combined with material 
data curves describing fracture toughness vs tempera
ture were determined to be useful for fracture assess
ments of crack behavior. Crack initiation could be pre
dicted from a single fracture parameter (Ki, J, etc.), rea
sonably well in tests where initiation was not signifi
cantly affected by constraint effects. 

• When constraint effects become significant, a single 
parameter is not sufficient to characterize crack-tip con
ditions, and a second parameter must be introduced into 
the fracture model. Candidate constraint parameters 
employed by the participating analysts include Q-stress, 
stress triaxiality h, local approach of cleavage fracture, 
and a strain-based function of the plastic-zone width in 
the crack plane. In the SC-4 experiment, constraint 

effects were quantified using the Q-stress and, to a more 
limited degree, the triaxiality parameter h. In PTS-I/6 
and NKS-5, the parameter h showed indications of loss-
of-constraint, while the Q-stress was not evaluated. 
Finally, in BB-4, a shallow-crack effect was demon
strated by the computed Q-stress, which indicated a 
loss-of-constraint associated with the departure of in-
plane stresses from reference small-scale yielding con
ditions. 

• The Q-stress and other stress-based constraint method
ologies have been applied successfully to correlate con
straint conditions for in-plane (or uniaxial) loading 
conditions. However, prior studies have determined 
that stress-based constraint methodologies (such as the 
Q-stress) are not sensitive to changes in constraint con
ditions due to changes in out-of-plane biaxial loading. 
The plastic zone width was employed successfully to 
correlate changes in constraint conditions for shallow 
cracks subjected to changes in out-of-plane biaxial load
ing ratios. Further investigations are necessary to clarify 
whether one parameter can be recommended or a set of 
parameters should be computed to assess constraint 
effects. 

• Additional toughness data measured in the transition 
temperature region using a range of specimen geome
tries and constraint conditions are required to validate 
the predictive capabilities of cleavage fracture method
ologies that incorporate constraint effects. 

• Simulations of crack growth and crack arrest events 
(e.g., in NKS-6) showed large uncertainties among the 
applied fracture methods. 

• Additional data concerning the HAZ fracture toughness 
are necessary for further refinement of analyses of 
shallow subclad flaws. 

• Almost all participants elected to use the finite-element 
method in addressing the problems of FALSIRE n. This 
represents a marked change from FALSIRE L which 
included applications of a number of different estima
tion schemes. The detailed information that participants 
were asked to provide from the analyses in FALSIRE II 
encouraged the use of finite-element methods over 
estimation schemes (see the Special Requirements given 
in the appendix). It should not be inferred from the out
come of FALSIRE II that detailed finite-element analy
ses are always the preferred or necessary technique for 
structural integrity assessments. 
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5 Proposals for Future Work 

An RPV Benchmark Analysis Project is being planned for 
the benefit of organizations concerned with evaluation of 
fracture methodologies used in RPV integrity assessments. 
This project is motivated in part by the strong interest 
expressed by participants in Phases I and n of FALSIRE to 
proceed with further evaluations of fracture mechanics 
analysis methods. 

The RPV Benchmark Analysis Project will focus on a 
Western-type four-loop RPV with cladding on the inner 
surface. Primary emphasis of the project will be placed on 
the behavior of relatively shallow cracks (underclad and 
through-clad) at different locations in the vessel when sub
jected to PTS-type loading due to emergency core cooling. 
Cracks will be proposed at positions near core circumferen
tial welds, near injection nozzle welds, and at the corner of 
an injection nozzle. Effects of cladding and constraint on 
cleavage fracture will be studied. 

A detailed analysis matrix will be defined for the vessel 
that includes selected cases of transient thermomechanical 
loading associated with postulated loss-of-coolant acci
dents. Different assumptions will be made concerning the 
thermally shocked regions on the inner surface of the ves
sel. The number of cooling strips under the inlet nozzles 
will be varied, as well as the width of the cooled strips, 
so that comparisons can be made with the loading case 
due to axisymmetric cooling. Additional tasks will be pro
posed that can be addressed using thermohydraulic analy
sis techniques. Elements that will be of interest include 

calculations of fluid temperature and heat transfer to the 
vessel, with consideration given to fluid mixing as well as 
steam condensation. 

The schedule for the RPV Benchmark Analysis Project 
calls for the OC to commence distribution of problem 
statements in mid-1996. Analysts participating in the 
Benchmark Project will be requested to submit analysis 
results to the OC by Spring 1997 in preparation for a work
shop scheduled for Fall 1997 in the Eastern United States. 
A final report (included a NUREG report) will be issued 
after completion of the workshop. 

GRS-Koln and ORNL will serve as co-organizers of all 
elements of the RPV Benchmark Analysis Project, which 
involves the following tasks: preparing the Call for Partici
pation form; preparing the Benchmark Analysis Problem 
Statement package; soliciting candidate participants; moni
toring progress of and providing assistance to participating 
analysts; developing an analysis results database; and 
developing the technical program for a Specialists' Work
shop to be held during Fall 1997, where all participating 
analysts will perform detailed evaluations of the benchmark 
analyses submitted to the OC. ORNL will be responsible 
for local arrangements and will serve as host of the 
Specialists' Workshop in an Eastern United States location 
yet to be determined. Also, ORNL will be responsible for 
preparation of a NUREG final report describing results and 
interpretations derived from the RPV Benchmark Analysis 
Project 
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Appendix 

Special Requirements for Comparative Analyses 
of Reference Experiments 





Special Requirements Concerning Comparative Analyses 
Within FALSIRE Phase II 

• SC-IV 

- temperature distribution in the wall for the times 0,0.5,1,2, and 5 min 

- time history of outer surface axial strains (gages 6 and 8) and circumferential strains 
(gages 1 and 5; for locations see Fig. 5.2 of problem statements) without thermal 
part (a AT) 

- time history of crack-mouth-opening displacement at the middle of the 40-/60-mm 
crack 

- circumferential stress and effective stress in the wall without influence of the crack 
and on the ligament with influence of the crack at the deepest point and at a near-
surface point of the crack front (about 4/7 mm in depth from the inner surface for 
the 40/-60-mm crack) for the times 0 1 0 ,2 , and 4 min 

- time history of J-integral at the deepest point and at a near-surface point of the crack 
front (about 4/7 mm in depth from the inner surface for the 40-/60-mm crack) 

- J-integral vs crack front angle (for definition see Fig. 15 of NKS-5 problem 
statement) for the times 0 1 0 ,2 , and 4 min 

- stress intensity factor vs crack-tip temperature at the deepest point and at a near-
surface point of the crack front (about 4/7 mm in depth from the inner surface for 
the 40-/60-mm crack) 

- constraint/stress triaxiality parameters11 on the ligament12 at the deepest point and 
at a near-surface point of the crack front (about 4/7 mm in depth from the inner 
surface for the 40-/60-mm crack) for the times 0 1 0 ,2 , and 4 min 

10Only mechanical loading occurs at t = 0. 

"Recommended parameters are Q - stress, T - stress, and h = Chydfoeff-
12For Q and h the evaluation region on the ligament should be about 10 mm from the crack front but also 
values on the order of (Ji/ayield) near the crack front (with J; lower-bound physical ductile initiation value 
or calculated from Kic in case of cleavage) are desirable. 
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Special Requirements Concerning Comparative Analyses 
Within FALSIRE Phase II 

PTS-1/6 

- temperature distribution in the wall for the times 0,0.5,1,2.5, and 5 min at the 
height 1000 mm from the vessel bottom 

- time history of outer surface circumferential strains without thermal part (a AT) at 
location S14 (740 mm from the vessel bottom, 360 mm from the crack line) 

- time history of crack-mouth-opening displacement at the middle of the crack and at 
the height of 1000 mm (location of gage S15) 

- hoop stress and effective stress in the wall without influence of the crack and on the 
ligament near positions 13,9, and 21 (see page 14.4 of problem statements) with 
influence of the crack for the times 0 7,0.5,1,2.5, and 5 min 

- time history of J-integral from 0 7 to 5 min near positions 13,9, and 21 (see page 
14.4 of problem statements) 

- stress intensity factor vs crack front angle (for definition see Fig. 15 of NKS-5 
problem statement) for the times 0 7 ,0.5,1, and 2.5 min 

- stress intensity factor vs crack-tip temperature near positions 13,9, and 21 (see page 
14.4 of problem statements) 

- constraint/stress triaxiality parameters8 on the ligament9 near positions 13,9, and 
21 of the crack for the times O7,0.5,1, and 2.5 min 

7Only mechanical loading occurs at t=0. 

R̂ecommended parameters are Q - stress, T - stress, and h = Ohyd̂ eff-

F̂or Q and h the evaluation region on the ligament should be about 10 mm from the crack front but also 
values on the order of (Ji/Oyieid) near the crack front (with Ji lower-bound physical ductile initiation value 
or calculated from Kjc in case of cleavage) are desirable. 
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Special Requirements Concerning Comparative Analyses 
Within FALSIRE Phase II 

NKS-5 

- temperature distribution in the wall for the times 0,1,2,5,7.5,10,42, and 60 min 

- time history of inner surface axial and circumferential strains without thermal part 
(a AT) at location DL5/DU5 (366 mm below the crack ligament) 

- time history of crack-mouth-opening displacement at the middle of the crack 

- axial stress and effective stress in the wall without influence of the crack and on the 
ligament of the deepest point and surface point with influence of the crack for the 
times 0 1,1,2,5,7.5,10,42, and 60 min 

- time history of J-integral at the deepest point and at the surface point 

- J-integral vs crack front angle (for definition see Fig. 15 of the problem statement) 
for the times 0 1,1,2,5,7.5,10,42, and 60 min 

- stress intensity factor vs crack-tip temperature at the deepest point and at the surface 
point 

- constraint/stress triaxiality parameters2 on the ligament3 of the crack at the deepest 
point and at the surface point for the times 0 1,1,2,5,7.5,10,42, and 60 min 

Ônly mechanical loading occurs at t = 0. 

R̂ecommended parameters are Q - stress, T - stress, and h = Chyd/Ceff. 
3For Q and h the evaluation region on the ligament should be about 10 mm from the crack front but also 
values on the order of (Ji/Cyieid) near the crack front (with Ji lower-bound physical ductile initiation value 
or calculated from Kfc in case of cleavage) are desirable. 
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Special Requirements Concerning Comparative Analyses 
Within FALSIRE Phase II 

NKS-6 

- temperature distribution in the wall for the times 0,0.5,1,1.5,2, and 5 min 

- time history of inner surface axial and circumferential strains without thermal part 
(a AT) at location DL3/DU3 (184 mm above the crack ligament) 

- time history of crack-mouth-opening displacement at the middle of the crack 

- axial stress and effective stress in the wall without influence of the crack and on the 
ligament with influence of the crack for the times O 4 ,0.5,1,1.5,2, and 5 min 

- time history of J-integral 

- stress intensity factor vs crack-tip temperature 

- constraint/stress triaxiality parameters 5 on the ligament^ of the crack for the times 
0 4 , 0 . 5 , 1 , 1 . 5 , 2 , and 5 min 

4Only mechanical loading occurs at t=0. 

^Recommended parameters are Q - stress, T - stress, and h = Ohyd/o"eff• 

"For Q and h the evaluation region on the ligament should be about 10 mm from the crack front but also 
values on the order of (Ji/Oyieid) near the crack front (with Ji lower-bound physical ductile initiation value 
or calculated from Ki c in case of cleavage) are desirable. 
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Special Requirements Concerning Comparative Analyses 
Within FALSIRE Phase II 

• DD2/DSR3 

- load vs load line displacement 

- crack-opening displacement vs distance from cladding at the position of the crack 
symmetry line for the loads 300,600, and 900 kN (for DD2) and 300,600, and 700 kN 
(forDSR3) 

- load vs maximum crack-mouth opening (with factor of 2 due to symmetry) 

- load vs strain at positions of gages J3, J7, and J8 

- crack-opening stress and effective stress vs ligament at the deepest point for the loads 
300,600, and 900 kN (for DD2) and 300,600, and 700 kN (for DSR3) 

- load vs stress intensity factor at the deepest point of the crack 

- stress intensity factor vs.crack front angle (for definition see Fig. 15 of NKS-5 problem 
statement) for the loads 300,600, and 900 kN (for DD2) and 300,600, and 700 kN 
(forDSR3) 

- constraint/stress triaxiality parameters15 on the ligament16 at the deepest point of the 
crack and at the point of cleavage initiation for the loads 300,600, and 900 kN (for 
DD2) and 300,600, and 700 kN (for DSR3) 

- fracture toughness value based on the information about the point of cleavage initiation 
and the measured failure loads (890 kN for DD2 and 695 kN for DSR3) 

^Recommended parameters are Q - stress, T - stress, and h = Chyd/o"eff. 
16For Q and h the evaluation region on the ligament should be about 10 mm from the crack front but also 

values on the order of (Ji/tfyield) n e a r m e crack front (with Jj lower-bound physical ductile initiation 
value or calculated from Kic in case of cleavage) are desirable. 
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Special Requirements Concerning Comparative Analyses 
Within FALSIRE Phase II 

• BB-4 

- longitudinal load (both arms) vs load line displacement 

- longitudinal load (both arms) vs crack-mouth-opening displacement at the middle of 
the crack 

- crack-opening stress component and von Mises effective stress on the ligament at 
the middle of the crack for the longitudinal load 450,650, and 800 kN 

- longitudinal load (both arms) vs stress intensity factor at the middle of the crack 

- stress intensity factor vs distance from specimen center for the longitudinal load 
450,650, and 800 kN 

- constraint/stress triaxiality parameters 1 3 on the l igament 1 4 at the middle of the 
crack for the longitudinal loads 450,650, and 800 kN 

"Recommended parameters are Q - stress, T - stress, and h = Chyd/aeff. 

1 4 ForO and h the evaluation region on the ligament should be about 10 mm from the crack front but also 
values on the order of (Ji/o"yiei<j) near the crack front (with Jj lower-bound physical ductile initiation 
value or calculated from Kj c in case of cleavage) are desirable. 
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